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Mirror mode waves arise from the antiphase, low frequency fluctuations of the magnetic field and
plasma density when the energy is conserved and a sufficient temperature anisotropy is present in
the plasma. These waves are linearly polarized and they are frequently observed in heliospheric
plasma, in particular in different sheath structures. They are the most widely studied in the
planetary magnetosheaths, but also found in cometosheaths and in the heliosheath. In addition,
mirror mode waves are reported to also occur in CME-driven sheaths. The knowledge of mirror
modes in CME-driven sheaths is, however, very limited despite of the fact that they might contri-
bute to regulating the CME sheath plasma on a global scale, and also affect the geoeffectivity of
CME-driven sheaths as well as the modulation and acceleration of energetic particles. As of yet,
no statistical studies of mirror modes in CME-driven sheaths exist.
In this thesis, a background to the basic physical plasma phenomena and structures in the heliosp-
here is given by briefly discussing the solar wind, interplanetary shocks and sheath regions. The
central focus of this thesis is however on CME-driven sheath regions and the mirror mode wave
occurrence in them. CME-driven sheaths are turbulent plasma regions between the CME ejecta
and its preceding interplanetary shock. This thesis discusses the differences between CME-driven
sheaths and other heliospheric sheaths. In addition, mirror modes are considered in detail by
presenting the theory of mirror instability in both fluid and kinetic descriptions and by discussing
the fundamental features of mirror modes in other heliospheric sheaths regions. The previous
studies of mirror modes and the methods applied in them are also widely presented.
A program that identifies mirror mode structures from the magnetic field data of a spacec-
raft is constructed for this thesis. In the identification process, the program applies the linear
polarization of mirror modes and the knowledge of the angular change of the magnetic field
direction across a mirror mode structure. This new, almost fully automatic program combines
previous mirror mode identification methods in a novel way, thus creating a new method for de-
tecting and studying mirror modes in CME-driven sheath regions, as well as in other sheath regions.
In this thesis, the constructed program is applied to perform a statistical study of mirror mode
waves in CME-driven sheaths. Mirror modes were discovered to be common structures, but similar
to the planetary magnetosheaths. They occupy only a relatively small part of the CME sheath. The
results show that in CME-driven sheaths mirror modes are generally low amplitude structures that
typically occur as trains of two or three mirror mode waves. In addition, the sheath plasma was no-
ted to have notable temperature anisotropies, being generally mirror unstable when mirror modes
were detected. The properties of the preceding shock of a CME-driven sheath were deduced to affect
mirror mode occurrence and the shock compression was concluded to provide a source of free energy.
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1 Introduction
Mirror mode waves are non-propagating structures in the plasma reference frame
generated by mirror instability when a notable temperature anisotropy exists. They
arise from anti-correlated plasma density and magnetic field fluctuations. Mirror modes
are common structures in planetary magnetosheaths and they have been shown by both
theoretical and numerical studies to regulate the magnetosheath plasma on the global
scale, and to enhance plasma and energy transport at the magnetopause.
Mirror mode waves have also been reported in the magnetosheath of coronal mass
ejections (CMEs) but the knowledge about their properties in this domain is currently
very limited. CME-driven sheath regions are of paramount interest for solar-terrestrial
studies as they are discovered to be remarkable drivers of geomagnetic activity and due
to their role in the acceleration of solar energetic particles. Similar to planetary mag-
netosheath, mirror modes may contribute to regulating the CME sheath plasma on a
global scale, and also affect their geoeffectivity and the modulation and acceleration of
energetic particles. To better understand the space weather phenomena created by CMEs
and the structure of the preceding sheath, a detailed research about mirror modes in the
CME-driven sheath regions is necessary.
This thesis contains a statistical study of the occurrence and properties of mirror
modes in CME-driven sheath regions. The aim of this thesis is to add fundamental
knowledge of the characteristics of CME-sheaths. In this study, almost a fully automatic
program that identifies mirror mode structures from magnetic field data of a spacecraft
was created. The program was constructed by applying mirror mode identification criteria
used in the previous studies.
This thesis is organized as follows: In this chapter, an introduction to the topic is given
by discussing the solar wind, shocks and sheath regions in the solar system in general.
Then, features of CME-driven sheath regions and mirror modes are presented in more
detail. In Chapter 2 the theory of mirror instability and the previous studies of mirror
mode identification methods are discussed after which the program used in this study is
described. Last chapters contain the results of a statistical study and conclusions of the
thesis.
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1.1 Solar Wind
The solar system consisting of the Sun and all the objects that are gravitationally
bound to it, is under the influence the solar wind. The solar wind is a continuous flow
of charged particles from the Sun that flows through the heliosphere until it reaches
the termination shock. After the termination shock, its velocity drops from supersonic to
subsonic and it eventually stops as it achieves a pressure balance with interstellar medium
at the heliopause.
The solar wind is plasma consisting primarily of protons and electrons. Plasma is a
matter in a gas phase that is quasi-neutral in a large scale and has enough free charges so
that collective electromagnetic phenomena becomes important. The solar wind originates
from the corona of the Sun, where the plasma is heated to extremely high temperatures,
so far by unknown processes. Heated plasma becomes fully ionized and so hot that
eventually the gravity of the Sun is not enough to hold it. As a consequence, the plasma
escapes as a solar wind to the heliosphere. The first suggestions of the existence of the
continuous particle stream from the Sun was done by Chapman in 1929 and later by
Biermann in 1951. In 1958 Parker presented a theory about isothermal expanding solar
wind. The existence of the solar wind was eventually proved by the Lunik III, Venus I
and Mariner II spacecraft.
Coronal holes are significant sources of the solar wind. They are magnetically open
areas in the corona that push plasma outwards from the Sun. In other areas, where the
magnetic field lines of the Sun are closed, the plasma can escape only through opening
this field by magnetic reconnection.
The most prominent releases of coronal plasma and magnetic field are coronal mass
ejections that are huge plasma and magnetic flux eruptions from the Sun. Near solar
minimum, they often erupt from lower latitude regions, while at solar maximum they
have much wider latitudinal source region distribution (e.g., Cremades et al., 2006). A
typical speed for a CME travelling in interplanetary space is between 400 and 1000 km/s.
Hence, the speed of many CMEs exceeds the magnetosonic speed in the solar wind frame
and a shock wave forms in front of the CME. The region of shocked plasma ahead of the
leading edge of an CME is called a sheath region, which has an enhanced magnetic field
and where the solar wind is compressed and heated.
1.2 Shocks
The orientation of the magnetic field may vary a lot in the solar wind and for example
at the distance 1 AU from the Sun, its speed typically varies between 200 and 900 km/s.
Thus in the solar wind, there often occur interfaces that can be classified as shocks. A
shock is an interface between upstream and downstream flows. The upstream is the re-
gion where the flow is supersonic, whereas in the downstream the flow is subsonic. In
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), the shocks are discontinuities across which plasma flow
is possible. Shocks also occur in the heliosphere in front of all planets and in their magne-
totails. Plasma and magnetic field experience significant changes in density, temperature,
magnetic field strength and flow speed whenever they become shocked. The presentation
of this section follows the basic concepts of shocks given by Koskinen (2011).
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A shock forms if the natural disturbances (i.e. the waves of plasma) can not balance
the increased pressure of the plasma flow in front of an obstacle. This occurs when
the speed of the obstacle is larger than the speed of the waves. The Mach number is
a characteristic of a shock and it determines the ratio of the obstacle speed and the
information speed i.e. the speed of the wave. The fundamental wave modes in ideal
MHD plasma are the fast and slow magnetosonic waves and the shear Alfvén wave. In
interplanetary space, the magnetosonic waves steepen to a shock when the velocity of the
plasma flow exceeds the magnetosonic velocity vms =
√
v2s + v
2
A, where vs =
√
γkBT/m
is the speed of sound and vA =
√
B2/(µ0ρm) is the speed of Alfvén waves.1 Furthermore,
the magnetosonic Mach number is defined
Mms =
V
vms
, (1.1)
where V is the plasma velocity parallel to the shock normal. The shear Alfvén wave mode
does not form shocks because it is not compressive. The magnetosonic Mach number is
related to the amount of energy being processed by the shock and is thus an indicator of
the shock strength (e.g., Kivelson and Russell, 1995).
Shocks can be quasi-parallel or -perpendicular, depending on the angle (θBn) between
the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field direction. Namely, the shock that
has the shock angle θBn = 0◦ (θBn = 90◦) is called parallel (perpendicular), whereas
the shocks that have 45◦ < θBn < 90◦ are quasi-perpendicular and the ones with 0◦ <
θBn < 45
◦ are quasi-parallel. Figure 1.1 Panel b) illustrates the division of shocks to
quasi-parallel and -perpendicular cases.
The shock angle has a great effect on the motion of a particle in the shock interface.
Because the motion of the particles is not restricted in the magnetic field line direction,
plasma can flow through a quasi-parallel shock relatively easily. The penetration of the
particles through a quasi-perpendicular shock is instead more difficult because the field
lines are nearly parallel with the shock surface. As a consequence, the shock transition is
more gradual in quasi-parallel shocks, and the changes in the magnetic field and plasma
parameters are more significant in quasi-perpendicular shocks (e.g., Burgess et al., 2005;
Kruparova et al., 2013).
Shocks can be classified to fast and slow shocks. The shock is classified as fast (slow)
if the plasma is flowing faster than the fast (slow) MHD wave in the upstream and slower
than the fast (slow) MHD wave in the downstream. In addition, the upstream magnetic
field magnitude is smaller (larger) than the one in the downstream for the fast (slow)
shock.
Furthermore, a shock can be a forward or reverse shock depending on how the shock
propagates in the solar wind frame of reference. The forward shocks propagate away
from the Sun, whereas the reverse shocks propagate towards the Sun (Burlaga, 1995).
However, in the spacecraft frame of reference, also the reverse shock propagates outwards
from the Sun (Koskinen, 2011). Figure 1.1 Panel a) illustrates how the magnetic field
magnitude and plasma parameters depending on the different interplanetary shocks in
1In the expressions of vms and vA, γ is the adiabatic constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the
temperature, m the average mass of a plasma particle, B the magnetic field magnitude, µ0 the vacuum
permeability and ρm the mass density.
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the spacecraft frame of reference. In the solar system, reverse shocks occur for example
in front of all planets, and forward shocks in front of fast CMEs (Richardson et al., 2010).
a) Image credit: NASA. b) Image adapted from Kivelson and Russell (1995).
Figure 1.1: Panel a) A sketch of the changes in magnetic field magnitude and plasma
parameters caused by different interplanetary shocks. N refers to the solar wind plasma
number density, T to temperature, B to the magnetic field magnitude and V to the plasma
velocity. Panel b) An illustration of quasi-parallel and -perpendicular shocks according
to the shock angle θBn. The trajectories of an individual particle are also sketched.
1.3 Sheath Regions
Shocks are formed so that the plasma is able to flow around an obstacle that it
encounters. Initially supersonic plasma flow is heated and slowed down to subsonic speed
at the shock. The region between the shock and the obstacle, where the flow is subsonic,
is called a sheath. Planetary magnetospheres and local interstellar medium (LISM) have
so called propagation sheaths, which are quasi-stationary. CME-driven sheath regions
are combinations of expanding and propagating sheaths, as CMEs both propagate and
expand in the interplanetary space. Pure expansion sheaths do not propagate with respect
to the solar wind. Characteristics of different types of the sheaths and CME-driven
sheaths will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. In this section, the discussion
is primarily focused on the sheaths in the solar system that are more widely studied.
Unmagnetized planets like Venus may form induced magnetosheaths by an ionization
process. The ionosheath of Venus is formed between the bow shock and the ionopause of
the planet when neutral atoms and molecules are ionized by the solar radiation incident
on the atmosphere of the planet. The ionosphere of Venus was first measured by Pioneer
Venus spacecraft in 1977 (Colin and Hall, 1977; Knudsen et al., 1979). A bow shock also
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forms ahead of the induced magnetosphere. Figure 1.2 shows a sketch of the formation
of the ionosheath surrounding Venus.
Magnetized planets like Mercury, Earth, Uranus and Neptune interact with the so-
lar wind creating a bow shock and magnetosheath as well as extended magnetospheres.
While a planetary magnetosheath consists largely of compressed plasma, they also have
plasma depletion layers (PDLs) that have been observed at least at the Earth (Eastman
and Hones, 1979), Jupiter (Hammond et al., 1993) and Saturn (Violante et al., 1995).
These layers have enhanced magnetic field strengths and depleted plasma densities, and
they are observed just adjacent to the magnetopause. They occur when the interplane-
tary magnetic field (IMF) piles up on the dayside magnetopause and drapes around the
magnetosphere, driving the plasma away and causing the depletion of the plasma density.
Panel a) of Figure 1.3 shows an illustration of the magnetosheath of the Earth.
After travelling more than 80 Astronomical Units (AU) from the Sun, the solar wind
collides with a termination shock. It was crossed the first time by Voyager I in 2004,
approximately at 94 AU in the northern hemisphere (Decker et al., 2005; Stone et al.,
2005) and at 84 AU in the southern hemisphere by Voyager II in 2007 (Stone et al., 2008).
This observed asymmetry can be a consequence of the differences in solar wind dynamic
pressure in time, of the asymmetric pressure of the interstellar magnetic field (Opher
et al., 2006; Pogorelov et al., 2007) or of the heliosheath disturbances (Washimi et al.,
2007), as Stone et al. (2008) states. The heliosheath is the region where the solar wind
plasma is interacting with the neutrals of LISM, and it locates between the termination
shock and the heliopause. The heliopause is located approximately at the distance of
120 AU from the Sun (Webber and McDonald, 2013). The LISM plasma surrounds the
heliopause whereas the neutrals penetrate the heliosheath and form pickup ions by charge
exchange with the solar wind (Richardson et al., 2010). Opher et al. (2009) discovered
that the angle between the LISM magnetic field and the LISM flow direction is 20-30◦.
The models (Opher et al., 2009; Pogorelov et al., 2009) show that this tilt can produce the
earlier mentioned asymmetry of the heliosheath in the directions of Voyager spacecraft
(Richardson and Liu, 2007). Panel b) in Figure 1.3 illustrates the heliosheath.
Comets are small solid bodies with relatively large atmospheres, which are mainly
composed of ice and comet dust. Solar radiation ionizes the molecules of the atmospheres
of comets (Balsiger et al., 1986; Feldman et al., 2015). These ions are picked up by the
solar wind plasma flow and because of the conservation of momentum and energy, the
solar wind plasma slows down. This process known as mass loading forms the cometary
bow shock. The region between the shock and the magnetic free region in the innermost
coma is known as a cometosheath, which consists of solar wind plasma and particles
picked up from both sides of the shock. The cometary bow shock and the cometosheath
of comet Halley were first observed by Vega 1 and Vega 2 spacecraft (Krueger, 1986).
Panel c) in Figure 1.3 represents a cometosheath.
Although the spatial scales of different magnetosheaths vary considerably, (as is seen
from the scales of 10−4 AU for the sheath of Mercury, 0.1 AU for the Jovian magne-
tosheath, from tens to a hundred AU for the heliosheath and CME sheaths expanding
from 0.01 AU to tens of AU while propagating through the heliosphere (Richardson and
Liu, 2007)) they share many similar features. Generally, all sheaths are very turbulent
regions that have fluctuations in the magnetic field and plasma parameters.
As already mentioned, plasma depletion layers occur in the planetary magnetosheaths,
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Figure 1.2: A demonstration of the formation of Venus ionosheath and ionosphere. Neu-
trals are ionized by solar radiation and further interact with the solar wind creating
a magnetic field and an ionosphere. The ionosheath lies between the bow shock and
ionopause. Image adapted from Kivelson and Russell (1995).
and they have also been observed in front of CMEs. A PDL has also been predicted to
occur in the heliosheath. However, PDLs have different relative scale sizes varying from
25% for the Earth magnetosheath to 45% for CME sheaths (Richardson and Liu, 2007).
Asymmetries are typical for sheath regions in general, resulting for planetary mag-
netosheaths primarily from the oblique angle between the upstream magnetic field and
the upstream flow direction (Richardson and Liu, 2007; Richardson, 2011). The tilted
IMF causes the asymmetries of the planetary magnetosheaths as the field lines drape
around the obstacle, creating compression gradients in the sheath (i.e. for the Earth
see Paularena et al., 2001). At the orbit of the Earth, the Parker Spiral angle is about
45◦ (Richardson, 2011) creating quasi-perpendicular and parallel regions in the terrestrial
magnetosheath. Figure 1.3 Panel a) shows the generated compression differences between
the dawn and dusk sides of the magnetosheath of the Earth. In the region where the
shock is quasi-parallel, the plasma flow can be very turbulent. Compared to this, the flow
remains relatively steady in the region where the shock is quasi-perpendicular. CMEs
have been argued to have similar geometry and that the compressed field lines cause
stronger magnetic fields at the western side of CMEs (Siscoe et al., 2007). Asymmetries
can also be created by the non-spherical shape of the obstacle. Namely, the ring currents
of Jupiter and Saturn are so strong that they cause pressure gradients in the sheaths,
which flatten them (Richardson and Liu, 2007).
The conditions behind quasi-perpendicular shocks are often suitable for mirror mode
waves to grow (Richardson and Liu, 2007). Mirror mode waves are observed in helio-
spheric sheaths and are discussed in Section 1.4.
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Magnetosheath
Foreshock
a) The magnetosheath of the Earth.
b) Heliosheath.
c) Cometosheath.
Quasi-perpendicular shock
Quasi-parallel shock
Figure 1.3: Illustrations of different types of sheath regions in the heliosphere. Panel a)
The magnetosheath of the Earth indicated in global plasma density simulations done by
Vlasiator, which is a code based on 6-dimensional Vlasov theory. The magnetosheath is
seen as the region limited by colors green, yellow and red, which indicate different plasma
densities. The foreshock is a shock formed by energetic particles that can travel upstream
of the bow shock because the plasma is collisionless and its motion is controlled by the
magnetic field. Copyright: c© Finnish Meteorological Institute, Helsinki, Finland (FMI).
Panel b) Heliosheath is the region between the termination shock and the heliopause.
The figure represents the trajectories of Voyager 1 and 2 indicating that they passed
the heliopause on northern and southern hemispheres. The figure also contains the bow
shock that forms because of the interaction between the heliosphere and interstellar gases.
Image credit: NASA. Panel c) A sketch from the surrounding of a comet indicating the
mass-loading and the particle flows. The cometosheath is the turbulent magnetic field
area between the cometopause and the bow shock. Image credit: NASA.
1.3.1 CME-driven Sheath Regions
As discussed earlier, CME-driven sheaths, i.e. the region between the leading shock
and the front edge of the CME ejecta (see Figure 1.4), can be classified as hybrid sheaths
because they have features of both propagation and expansion sheaths (e.g., Siscoe and
Odstrcil, 2008). The features of the propagation sheaths are the draping of the IMF fields
around the ejecta, occurrence of discontinuities parallel to the CME and the plasma flow
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deflections, which divert the solar wind around the ejecta (see also, Gosling and McComas,
1987; Neugebauer et al., 1993; Owens et al., 2005; Kaymaz and Siscoe, 2006).
The characteristics of the expansion sheath, i.e. the features that makes CME sheaths
distinct from the other sheaths found in the heliosphere, are that (1) the deflection speed
is smaller than what one would expect from the speed of the leading edge of the CME; (2)
the small deflection speed makes the solar wind unable to flow around the CME, which
causes the solar wind accreting along the face of the body of the propagating CME; and
(3) the CME-driven sheath is generally spatially thinner than what the Mach number of
the preceding shock and the radius curvature of the CME imply.
Pure expansion sheaths expand but they do not propagate relative to the solar wind,
as noted by Siscoe and Odstrcil (2008). The deflection that diverts plasma around the
obstacle is caused solely by the propagation relative to the ambient solar wind speed
(at speed VP ). As a consequence, lateral deflection of the solar wind does not occur in
expansion sheaths and the solar wind plasma tends to pile up around the object.
However, the relative propagation speed of a CME with respect to the ambient solar
wind typically differs from zero, causing lateral deflection. The deflection speed is smaller
than that in the case of a pure propagation sheath because the leading edge speed of the
CME is not only the relative propagation speed (VP ) but the sum of it, the ambient solar
wind speed and the expansion speed. This explains the difference (1) listed above.
As CMEs propagate outwards in the heliosphere, the width of their sheath regions
increase because the shock moves faster than the driving CME (Liu et al., 2006a). Several
studies have also noticed that the CMEs expand faster laterally than radially (Russell and
Mulligan, 2002; Riley and Crooker, 2004; Liu et al., 2006b). The lateral expansion is due
to the CME plasma attempting to maintain its angular width constant kinematically as
it propagates in space (Russell and Mulligan, 2002; Crooker and Horbury, 2006). (Siscoe
and Odstrcil, 2008)
As mentioned, the expansion of a CME that is happening faster laterally than radially,
makes the plasma unable to flow around the ejecta. Siscoe and Odstrcil (2008) argue
based on the work by Riley and Crooker (2004) that typically the lateral expansion speed
of a CME is approximately a half of the outward radial speed i.e. VP . By presenting
analytical calculations and MHD simulations, they further showed that the maximum
deflection speed is less than 0.4VP , which explain the difference (2) between CME sheaths
and propagation sheaths. The accretion of the solar wind has a consequence that the
leading portion of a CME sheath retains a record of the interactions with the solar wind,
happened at different distances from the Sun (Kaymaz and Siscoe, 2006; Siscoe and
Odstrcil, 2008). The sheath structure may however be significantly modified by magnetic
reconnection or other dynamic processes that operate in the interface of the leading
portion and the solar wind (Siscoe and Odstrcil, 2008).
The last difference listed above is due to three dimensional expansion of the whole
structure. Siscoe and Odstrcil (2008) demonstrate this with analytical treatment and
explain that the plasma piled up close to the Sun spreads out and forms a thin layer, as
the CME propagates. The authors further argue that the normalized standoff distance
of the shock of a CME decreases with increasing speed of the solar wind. Namely, the
faster the solar wind, the less plasma will be sweeped up by the CME at a given distance,
leading to a thinner sheath region (Siscoe and Odstrcil, 2008).
The leading edge of a CME is a shock that is propagating in the ambient solar wind
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a) Image adapted from Liu et al. (2006a) b) Image courtesy: Emilia Kilpua
Figure 1.4: Two sketches of CME and the sheath region driven by it. The sheath region is
the area of the turbulent magnetic field. The open arrows in Panel a) show the directions
of the plasma flows. Both figures illustrate the field line draping around the CME ejecta.
In Panel b), the red line and the blue line indicate the shock preceding the CME sheath
and the leading edge of the ejecta, respectively. These both are also found in Panel a).
and that is most often a quasi-perpendicular fast forward shock (Richardson and Liu,
2007). Kilpua et al. (2015) presents a statistical study of 350 fast forward shocks in front
of CME-driven sheaths. The shocks have median Mms = 2.1 and θBn = 64◦. However,
the shocks preceding CMEs usually have smaller Mach numbers compared to the ones
in planetary magnetosheaths (Richardson and Liu, 2007). Reverse shocks in CMEs have
also been observed (e.g., Whang, 1988; Gosling et al., 1995) and they may occur at the
trailing edge of a CME that is expanding very rapidly.
Farrugia et al. (1997) identified a possible PDL in front of a magnetic cloud (MC) by
observing increasing magnetic field strength and decreasing plasma density and tempera-
ture. In addition, the authors deduced that the PDL is formed due to the IMF stretching
around the ejecta. PDLs have been argued to occur in sheath regions of CMEs, classified
as MCs and ones with preceding shocks, but are absent in the case of CMEs without pre-
ceding shocks (Liu et al., 2006a). Kaymaz and Siscoe (2006) did global MHD simulations
while studying the field line draping around the CMEs and suggested that the draping
is qualitatively similar to the draping in the magnetosheath of the Earth, although the
general draping pattern may have large deviations over the structure. In addition, the
magnetic field strength profile from the shock to the stagnation point can be very irregular
in CME sheaths (Kaymaz and Siscoe, 2006).
Planar magnetic structures (PMSs) are periods in the solar wind during which in-
terplanetary magnetic field vectors are nearly parallel to a single plane, (e.g., Nakagawa,
1993; Palmerio et al., 2016). They are common structures in CME-driven sheaths, gen-
erated by processes near the shock and due to the draping of the IMF around the CME.
PMSs occur in particular when densities, temperatures and plasma β are large, which are
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typical conditions for compressed sheath regions. Palmerio et al. (2016) also suggested
that the sheaths with planar structures have particularly large out-of-ecliptic magnetic
fields and are thus likely to drive magnetospheric activity.
Figure 1.5 shows solar wind plasma and magnetic field data from an interval that con-
tains a CME, preceding shock and sheath region (Liu et al., 2006a). The sheath region
in Figure 1.5 was deduced to contain mirror mode structures (Liu et al., 2006a).
Figure 1.5: The solar wind plasma and magnetic field data measured by the ACE space-
craft (Chiu et al., 1998) in 1999. The grey area shows a magnetic cloud (MC). The vertical
dashed line indicates the arrival time of the MC-driven shock. Respectively from top to
bottom, the panels show the ratio of the alpha and proton densities, proton density, bulk
speed, proton temperature, magnetic field strength, parallel plasma beta for the protons
defined as β‖p = 2µ0kBnpT‖,p/B2 and being the ratio between parallel plasma pressure in
respect to the magnetic field and magnetic pressure, thermal anisotropy, and finally the
magnetic and density fluctuations within the sheath. The horizontal line in the seventh
panel indicates the zero level of the anisotropy and the dotted lines denote the 8% level of
the alpha to proton density ratio (first panel), the expected proton temperature (fourth
panel), the perpendicular proton beta defined as β⊥p = 2µ0kBnpT⊥,p/B2 (sixth panel).
In the seventh panel, the thresholds of the mirror and cyclotron instabilities computed
from the ACE data are shown by red and blue lines, respectively. Image adapted from
Liu et al. (2006a).
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1.4 Mirror Modes
Crooker and Siscoe (1977) predicted that the field line draping and depleting plasma
density create temperature anisotropies, which lead to the generation of mirror mode
waves if the threshold condition expressed as
β⊥
β‖
> 1− 1
β⊥
, (1.2)
is exceeded. β⊥ and β‖ are the perpendicular and parallel plasma betas in respect to the
magnetic field (Tsurutani et al., 2011b). The mirror waves generating mirror instability
is well studied a phenomenon both theoretically and observationally. This topic will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
Tsurutani et al. (2011b) give the characteristics of mirror modes detected in planetary
magnetosheaths, cometosheaths and the heliosheath based on the extensive survey of past
spacecraft observations. The authors also discuss the generation mechanisms of mirror
modes. Mirror modes show only little or no change in the magnetic field direction over
the structure. According to Tsurutani et al. (2011b), the change in the magnetic field
direction is typically less than 10◦ but also structures having wider angular change have
been approved as mirror modes. Namely, Zhang et al. (2009) required the change to
be less than 15◦ over the structure. In addition, mirror modes have been detected to
occur as quasi-periodic oscillations, to have magnetic dips without sharp edges and to
maintain a constant total pressure as in the first order (Tsurutani et al., 2011b). The
total pressure is the sum of the plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure. Tsurutani
et al. (1982) report the detections of mirror modes in the magnetosheath of the Earth
that have the above mentioned features. The typical size of the studied structures was 20
rP (the gyroradius of a proton). Similar scale size of mirror modes in the magnetosheath
of the Earth have also been reported by Lucek et al. (2001), Narita et al. (2006) and
Horbury and Lucek (2009). The scales of mirror modes are observed to be 20-25 rP in
the Jovian magnetosheath (Tsurutani et al., 1982; Erdös and Balogh, 1996), 40 rP in the
magnetosheath of Saturn (Tsurutani et al., 1982), and in addition, to vary between 57-80
rP in the heliosheath (Burlaga et al., 2007; Tsurutani et al., 2011a).
In planetary magnetosheaths, mirror modes do not typically occur near the bow
shock and their amplitudes increase when approaching the magnetopause (Tátrallyay
and Erdős, 2005; Tsurutani et al., 2011b). Although, as discussed above, mirror modes
typically occur as quasi-periodic oscillatory structures, Winterhalter et al. (1994) and
Zhang et al. (2008) have also found them to exist as individual isolated magnetic holes.
Figure 1.6 shows examples of mirror mode structures detected by the Venus Express
magnetometer (Svedhem et al., 2007) reported by Zhang et al. (2009). Both Winter-
halter et al. (1994) and Zhang et al. (2009) have investigated dips in the magnetic field
magnitude that have magnetic field angular change over the structure < 10◦. The au-
thors suggested that the fact that these structures occur in the high-β plasma regions
and yet are mirror stable, could imply that the mirror instability threshold has been
exceeded earlier in time and the observed plasma conditions and the dips are remnants
of it. (Tsurutani et al., 2011b)
The exceeding of the threshold that leads to the generation of mirror modes have
been reported to be a consequence of two different sources of free energy in planetary
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a) Individual mirror modes. b) Mirror mode trains.
Figure 1.6: Examples of mirror modes detected at the distance 0.72 AU from the Sun
by Zhang et al. (2009). Panel a) Magnetic field intervals containing individual isolated
mirror modes. Panel b) Intervals with trains of mirror modes. Image credit: Zhang et al.
(2009).
magnetosheaths. The possible sources of free energy are the quasi-perpendicular shock
compression, which heats the ions perpendicular to the magnetic field (T⊥) (Kennel et al.,
1984; Tsurutani et al., 2011b), and magnetic field draping, which happens near the mag-
netopause as the field lines drape around the obstacle (Tsurutani et al., 2011b). Plasma
flow from the bow shock towards the magnetopause provides a continuous source of free
energy due to the field line draping, which pushes the hot plasma along the field lines
into the downstream, while at the local noon, magnetic tension heats the ions in the
perpendicular direction (Crooker and Siscoe, 1977; Tsurutani et al., 2011b).
In order to predict the maximum growth rate of the mirror instability under magne-
tosheath conditions, Gary et al. (1993) studied the dispersion relation of the linear Vlasov
theory. The authors compared their predictions with observations made by Anderson and
Fuselier (1993), and found their results to be consistent with each other.
Furthermore, Tátrallyay and Erdős (2002) studied the evolution of mirror modes and
their growth rates in the magnetosheath of the Earth. The authors assumed that the
source of the instability is at the bow shock and determined the growth rates of mirror
modes by investigating the magnetic field and plasma observations of the ISEE 1 and 2
spacecraft (Ogilvie et al., 1977). They also compared the obtained growth rates with the
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maximum growth rate values calculated by Gary et al. (1993). The authors discovered
that the obtained growth rate values were almost an order of magnitude smaller than the
theoretical values and deduced that the source of the mirror modes that occur in different
magnetosheath regions is not always at the bow shock.
Later, Tátrallyay and Erdős (2005) did a statistical study of mirror modes and con-
cluded that the magnetic field draping has a more crucial role in providing energy for the
mirror modes. However, Tsurutani et al. (2011b) suggest that both sources are necessary
in order to the large amplitude mirror modes to be generated. In addition, Hoilijoki et al.
(2016) have found in global kinetic Vlasiator simulations that the mirror mode waves
that have the capability to grow occur mainly in the quasi-perpendicular part of the
magnetosheath along the velocity streamlines that enter the sheath close to the foreshock
Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves.
In cometosheats, photoionization and charge exchange with cometary neutrals that
produce a continuous generation of plasma to the system, are additional sources of free
energy that occur everywhere around a comet (e.g., Davidson, 1972; Tsurutani and Smith,
1986a,b; Wu et al., 1988; Tsurutani et al., 2011b). In the heliosheath, the ion pick up
process is also a source of free energy in addition to a shock compression (Tsurutani et al.,
2011a,b).
In addition to the fact that mirror modes occur as magnetic field dips, they can
also appear as peak-like structures. Dip-like mirror modes occur in both mirror stable
and unstable plasma, but peak-like mirror modes are mostly observed in mirror unstable
plasma (Soucek et al., 2008). Furthermore, the plasma regions that clearly exceed the
mirror instability threshold condition contain peak-like mirror modes, whereas the plasma
regions that slightly exceed the threshold mainly contain dip-like mirror modes (Soucek
et al., 2008). The origin and evolution of peak- and dip-like mirror modes is controversial.
Although the linear theory predicts that mirror modes damp in mirror stable plasma
(Borgogno et al., 2007), Baumgärtel (2001) and Passot et al. (2006) present anisotropy
fluid models that predict that the dips remain as stable structures, even in mirror stable
plasma. The theory by Kivelson and Southwood (1996) and Pantellini (1998) argues that
both peak- and dip-like mirror modes are saturated structures generated by the mirror
instability. Kuznetsov et al. (2007) reports an alternative theory proposing that the
nonlinear saturation of mirror instability (see Chapter 2) generates the peak-like mirror
modes, while dynamic evolution of pre-existing large amplitude plasma perturbations
generate the dip-like mirror modes. In addition, the theory suggests that the peaks damp
down rapidly in mirror stable plasma, whereas the dips can still appear. (Soucek et al.,
2008)
The theory by Kuznetsov et al. (2007) has been confirmed by the studies that have
investigated the formation of the peak- and dip-like mirror mode structures. By applying
a hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC) code, Califano et al. (2008) did simulations of Vlasov-
Maxwell equations and discovered the peaks being a result of nonlinear saturation of
mirror modes and that they can transform to dips when plasma is clearly below the
threshold and the β is low (Hoilijoki et al., 2016). Shoji et al. (2012) arrived to similar
conclusions after doing 2-D and 3-D open boundary simulations. Baumgärtel et al. (2003)
did some hybrid simulations and suggest that mirror instability generates both peak- and
dip-like mirror modes. However, the dips are non-saturated and thus not fully evolved
structures. The dips are more stable flow elements than the peaks and exist as remnants
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of mirror instability as they are convected away.
Mirror modes detected in mirror unstable regions in the middle of the magnetosheath
of the Earth occur mostly as peaks and they are considered to represent early stages of
mirror mode waves (Soucek et al., 2008; Hoilijoki et al., 2016). When plasma becomes
mirror stable, peak-like mirror modes transform to dip-like modes, which have been ob-
served in stable regions for example by Soucek et al. (2008); Génot et al. (2011).
Although mirror modes are a widely studied phenomenon, their effect on the global
magnetospheric physics is still not fully understood. Russell et al. (2008) pointed out that
mirror mode waves are also messengers from the coronal heating region. They proposed
that the mirror modes in the solar wind are generated already in the corona. Thus, the
studies of mirror modes could provide insight on physical processes near the solar surface
Zhang et al. (2009). Liu et al. (2006a) reported mirror modes in a CME-driven sheath
region, but there are currently no systematic studies on mirror mode occurrence, nor
their properties in CME sheaths. Mirror modes may have significant consequences for
regulating the global CME sheath properties and turbulence. For example, Venkatesan
and Zhu (1991) and Ifedili (2004) have studied the cosmic ray modulation in the solar wind
and have showed that enhanced magnetic field turbulences that occur in CME sheaths
are effective producers of Forbush decreases probably caused by particle scattering from
waves and their nonlinear evolved states. Forbush decreases are strong decreases in the
galactic cosmic ray intensity after a CME. Liu et al. (2006a) cite these studies and states
that mirror waves can influence on solar energetic particle modulation and acceleration.
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2 Mirror Instability
The plasma phenomena, in which energy that is accumulated in a non-equilibrium
state is transferred from particles to a wave, are known as plasma instabilities. These
instabilities can be externally driven or consequences of changes in the plasma distri-
bution function, but they always require a source of free energy. Examples of specific
magnetic and plasma configurations with free energy sources include magnetic field line
draping mechanism (Midgley and Davis, 1963; Zwan and Wolf, 1976) and a flux rope
where energy is stored in a form of strong electric currents. Disturbances can create a
growing wave mode in plasma, and because plasma can sustain several different wave
modes, there exist plenty of different linear and non-linear instabilities, which can fur-
ther be divided into macroinstabilities and microinstabilities. Macroinstabilities are also
called configurational instabilities and they can be described by macroscopic equations.
Microinstabilities require kinetic approach and studying the shape of plasma distribution
function. (e.g., Treumann and Baumjohann, 1997; Koskinen, 2011)
In this chapter, the concept of instability is introduced shortly by simple mathematical
and physical descriptions, after which the theory of the mirror instability and the previous
studies of mirror modes are discussed.
2.1 The Concept of Instability
The concept of instability is discussed here following Cap (1976, chap. 2). A wave
with an amplitude Ψ(xi(t), t), where t is the time and xi(i = 1, 2, 3) are the position
coordinates satisfying the equations of motions, is a propagating disturbance in which
the particles are in oscillatory motion. The amplitude of a wave can be described by a
partial differential equation as
∇2Ψ = 1
α2
Ψ¨ + βΨ˙ + γΨ, (2.1)
where α, β and γ are the characteristic constants of the wave. Note that when β = γ = 0
this reduces to a general wave equation representing a wave whose phase speed is α. An
instability occurs when the solution of Equation (2.1) is unstable and becomes infinite
for an increasing independent variable (a), i.e.
lim
a→∞
Ψ(a) =∞, (2.2)
and is called explosive if
lim
a→a˜
Ψ(a) =∞, (2.3)
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where a˜ is a finite value of the independent variable a. This can be illustrated with a
simple analysis by considering the equation of motion of a particle in 1-dimensional case
mx¨ = f(x), (2.4)
where m is the mass, x is the position of the particle, and f(x) is the force affecting
the particle. By assuming that the particle has an equilibrium position at x˜, and by
expanding the force into the first order in a Taylor series near the equilibrium position,
we can derive the equilibrium displacement x− x˜ from Equation (2.4)
x− x˜ = Ce−iωt. (2.5)
Above, C is a constant and ω2 = −f
′
(x˜)
m
has real or imaginary solutions depending on the
sign of f ′(x˜). Equation (2.5), in which ω is real for negative f ′(x˜), describes an ordinary
oscillation, while positive f ′(x˜) leads to the solution
ω = ±if
′
(x˜)
m
. (2.6)
By inserting this to Equation (2.5), the equilibrium displacement gets the form
x− x˜ = Ce± f
′
(x˜)
m
t, (2.7)
where the minus sign in the exponent gives a damping behavior of the displacement while
the plus sign leads to a growing behavior and instability as in Equation (2.2). By defining
the imaginary solutions of ω by γ, Equation (2.5) becomes
x− x˜ = Ceγt, (2.8)
where the sign of γ indicates whether the displacement will damp or grow. Generally, γ
is known as the growth rate in plasma physics. In physical situations, as discussed above,
the instability requires always a source of free energy that feeds the wave.
2.2 Mirror Instability
Mirror instability is a plasma instability that arises from pressure anisotropies and
forms linearly polarized waves. It was first theoretically identified by Rudakov and
Sagdeev (1961) and is also described by Thompson (1964). Mirror instability is often
referred as macroinstability, but it is difficult to describe it with a magnetohydrodynamic
model because the behavior of individual particles in the magnetic field has an essential
importance (Treumann and Baumjohann, 1997). The kinetic description of mirror insta-
bility was first derived by Tajiri (1967) and further developed by Hasegawa (1969). In
this section, the physical mechanism and both the fluid and kinetic descriptions of the
instability are discussed. The fluid description is shortly considered because despite of
its restrictions, it is the traditional view of mirror instability (Southwood and Kivelson,
1993). This chapter follows largely the descriptions of linear mirror instability given by
Southwood and Kivelson (1993) and nonlinear saturation given by Kivelson and South-
wood (1996).
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An essential response to mirror instability is the anticorrelation between perpendicular
pressure and magnetic field perturbations
δp⊥
p⊥
= 2(1− T⊥
T‖
)
δB
B
, (2.9)
where B is the magnetic field magnitude, p⊥ is the perpendicular pressure wit respect to
the magnetic field, δB and δp⊥ being their perturbations, and T⊥ and T‖ indicate the per-
pendicular and parallel temperature, respectively. The anticorrelation occurs at very low
frequencies when the energy is conserved (Hasegawa, 1969). Whenever the temperature
anisotropy T⊥
T‖
exceeds unity, the antiphase response is achieved from Equation (2.9).
2.2.1 Fluid Description
The total pressure is the sum of the plasma pressure p and the magnetic pressure B2
2µ0
,
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability. Its perturbations have the form
δp⊥ +
BδB
µ0
, (2.10)
if the plasma pressure has only perpendicular perturbations. Equation (2.10) may have
an opposite sign compared to the sign of δB because of the anticorrelation relation given
in Equation (2.9). Namely,
δp⊥ +
BδB
µ0
< 0, (2.11)
for δB > 0. By inserting Equation (2.9) to the above equation yields the general mirror
instability condition
1 + β⊥(1− T⊥
T‖
) < 0, (2.12)
where β⊥ = 2µ0p⊥/B2.
Southwood and Kivelson (1993) present the growth rate for the mirror instability in
the fluid approximation as
γ2 = −k2⊥A2{1 + β⊥(1−
T⊥
T‖
)}, (2.13)
which when γ > 0 gives the same instability condition as Equation (2.12). Above, k⊥ is
the perpendicular wave vector and A = (B2/(µ0ρ))
1
2 is the Alfvén velocity, ρ being the
mass density. The authors considered the total pressure accelerating the plasma, which
gives a small displacement to it. They further assumed that δB varies as exp(γt+ ik · r),
where k is the wave vector, and applied the frozen-in condition.
In the fluid approximation, the mirror instability arises as a consequence of the tem-
perature anisotropy, which together with the increasing magnetic field decreases the total
pressure, and further increases the magnetic field density. As the magnetic field increases,
it forms mirror points that restrict the plasma flow into the area of the weaker field and
the density of high field regions decreases. However, the energies of plasma particles are
conserved and the first magnetic moment (µ = W⊥/B) is assumed invariant (Hasegawa,
1969).
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2.2.2 Kinetic Linear Description
The fluid description with the growth rate given in Equation (2.13) fails due to the fact
that it predicts oscillatory behavior for the stable solutions when γ2 < 0. This prediction
namely contradicts the kinetic description that is more accurate and that gives a non-
quadratic equation for γ (see Equation (2.24)) and produces non-oscillatory, damping and
time-stationary stable solutions (Hasegawa, 1969; Southwood and Kivelson, 1993). The
following presentation of the kinetic description follows largely Southwood and Kivelson
(1993).
A gyrotropic (i.e. the mean perpendicular velocity is zero) plasma velocity distribution
F can be expressed as a function of parallel (W‖) and perpendicular (W⊥) energies.
By considering low frequencies where the magnetic moment (µ) is conserved and thus
W⊥ = µB, the change in total energy (W ) is
δW = δW‖ + µδB, (2.14)
from which the expression δW‖ = δW − µδB is obtained for δW‖. The Liouville theorem
states that the value of distribution function F remains constant as the particle moves
(∂F = −∂W ∂F
∂W
). This can be applied to write the total change of F as
δF = −δW ∂F
∂W‖
− µδB
(
∂F
∂W⊥
− ∂F
∂W‖
)
, (2.15)
where the above expressions for W‖ and W⊥ have been used.
The velocity distribution F has a general form 1
C
exp(− W‖
kBT‖
− W⊥
kBT⊥
), where C is the
normalization constant and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Thus, Equation (2.15) can be
expressed as
δF =
[
δW
T‖
+
µδB
T⊥
(
1− T⊥
T‖
)]
F. (2.16)
Northrop (1963) gives the adiabatic expression
dW
dt
= µ
∂B
∂t
, (2.17)
where t is the time. An expression for δW in Equation (2.16) is obtained by integrating
Equation (2.17), where δB ∼ exp(γt+ ik · r), over a gyro period. Eventually, the change
in the distribution function in the low frequency limit becomes
δF =
[
µδB
T⊥
(
1− T⊥
T‖
)]
F +
(
γµδB
γ + ik‖v‖
)
F
T‖
, (2.18)
as the perpendicular velocity averages to zero for low frequencies. The first term on
the right hand side of Equation (2.18) refers to the mirror phenomenon, similar to fluid
description. The new feature obtained in the kinetic description is the second term on the
right hand side. This term is negligible for small values of γ, unless v‖ = 0. Hence, those
particles having zero parallel velocity distinguish the fluid and kinetic descriptions from
each other, as for kinetic description in this case the second term on the right hand side
of Equation (2.18) is of the same order or even larger than the first term. The particles
that have zero parallel velocities are identified to be resonant with the wave.
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To find the growth rate of the instability, the second moment of δF is taken from
Equation (2.18) and inserted in the equation
δp+
BδB
µ0
= 0, (2.19)
which implies the pressure balance condition and where δp =
∫
vvδFdv. The result is
BδB
µ0
+ 2p⊥
(
1− T⊥
T‖
)
δB
B
+ 2
(∫
dv‖
γ2
γ2 + k2‖v
2
‖
F‖
)
T 2⊥
T‖
δB
B
= 0, (2.20)
where F‖ is the distribution for the parallel velocities that is assumed to be a symmetric
function of v‖. The integral can be solved by approximating
lim
γ→0
γ2
γ2 + k2‖v
2
‖
=
piγ
k‖
δ(v‖), (2.21)
where δ(v‖) is the Dirac delta function and which simplifies the pressure balance equation
to the form
BδB
µ0
+ 2p⊥
(
1− T⊥
T‖
)
δB
B
+ 2
γ
k‖
(∫
dv‖piδ(v‖)F‖
)
T 2⊥
T‖
δB
B
= 0, (2.22)
where resonant particles are included in the third term. The integral in Equation (2.22)
can be rewritten for any distribution function as∫
dv‖piδ(v‖)F‖ = piF (0) = piFres. (2.23)
By rearranging the terms in Equation (2.22), the growth rate for the mirror instability is
finally found to be
γ = −k‖B
2
µ0
1 + β⊥
(
1− T⊥
T‖
)
2piFres
T‖
T 2⊥
. (2.24)
From above, it is seen that the temperature anisotropy and perpendicular plasma beta
have to be large enough for the growth rate to be positive.
The terms of Equation (2.22) can be identified from left to right as the magnetic pres-
sure fluctuations, the bulk plasma experiencing the influence of magnetic mirrors and
the response of the resonant particles, which have the pitch angles close to 90◦. The
bulk plasma energy is conserved while varying between perpendicular and parallel ener-
gies. The magnetic field variation detected by the bulk plasma particles is due to parallel
movement of the plasma through the field. However, the third term in Equation (2.22)
indicates that the response of the resonant particles is proportional to the growth rate γ
and this can be traced to be the consequence of particles experiencing betatron accelera-
tion (Equation (2.17)). The resonant particles with their parallel velocities close to zero
detect only local changes in the magnetic field and thus, an increase (decrease) in the
magnetic field decreases (increases) the bulk plasma pressure, which leads to total pres-
sure imbalance - deficit (surplus) for increasing (decreasing) field. Trying to balance the
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BUntrapped particles
Mirror-trapped particles Particles are cooledParticles are heated
Figure 2.1: The responses of particles on perturbed magnetic field generated by a mirror
instability. The bulk plasma particles can be divided to mirror trapped and untrapped
distributions, whose trajectories are indicated by thin and thick black lines, respectively.
The resonant particles are heated and cooled depending on whether they experience
strengthening or weakening magnetic field. Red trajectories indicate the areas where
resonant particles are heated and blue ones are the areas where they are cooled.
pressure imbalance, the resonant particles are accelerated in the increasing field regions
and decelerated in the decreasing regions by betatron acceleration, affecting heating and
cooling of the particles. Figure 2.1 illustrates the responses of different particle distribu-
tions in the mirror instability.
Equation (2.24) implies that γ is inversely proportional to the number of resonant
particles. The higher the number of resonant particles is, the sooner they balance the
pressure when they are heated, thus leading to a smaller growth rate. Vice versa, a high
growth rate is needed to balance the pressure when the number of resonant particles is
low.
2.2.3 Saturation Mechanism of Nonlinear Mirror Modes
In the mirror instability, regions of weaker and stronger magnetic field magnitudes
are formed. Developing magnetic field gradient forms magnetic mirrors, and eventually
magnetic bottles drive particles to mirror-trapped and -untrapped distributions according
to their pitch angles. For a given field magnitude B, the trapped particles are those with
pitch angles
pi
2
>| α |> sin−1
(√
B
Bmax
)
, (2.25)
where Bmax is the field maximum (Kivelson and Southwood, 1996). As already noted
in the previous section, if the magnetic moment is conserved, the particles in the weak
field regions with pitch angles close to 90◦ lose energy due to betatron deceleration and
their number increases with decreasing minimum magnitude of the field. Some trapped
particles may however have increased their energy because of the Fermi acceleration,
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B
B
The perturbation develops
Figure 2.2: A demonstration of the energy changing of trapped particles with differ-
ent mirror point magnitudes. Panel a) Two different particle distributions being mirror
trapped as the field perturbation has been produced. The red distribution is bouncing
between the edges of the magnetic field well and the blue one is bouncing near the mini-
mum of the magnetic field magnitude. Panel b) The field perturbation has developed, as
the black solid line indicates. The dashed black line represents the perturbation in Panel
a). The magnetic field magnitudes of the mirror points of different distributions have re-
mained the same, but their spatial locations have either moved closer to or further from
each other. The distance between the mirror points of the red distribution has decreased
and the Fermi acceleration increases the energies of the particles while the particles of
the blue distribution experience the Fermi deceleration, thus losing their energy as the
mirror points are located further away from each other than in the beginning.
where mirror points have been moving closer to each other during field changes. This is
understood by considering the second adiabatic invariant, i.e. the longitudinal invariant
J =
∮
p‖ds, (2.26)
where for non-relativistic particles p‖ = mv‖ and where the integral is taken over the
bounce orbit (Northrop, 1963; Koskinen, 2011). If the mirror points move closer to each
other, v‖ and thus the energy of the particles have to increase to compensate the decrease
of
∮
ds. Vice versa, when the mirror points move apart, the integral
∮
ds increases, thus
decreasing the energy of the particles. The particles that have pitch angles close to 0◦ (i.e.
µ = 0) conserve their energy because they do not experience the betatron acceleration
and are untrapped.
Kivelson and Southwood (1996) examined how saturation happens in the high and
low field regions. They deduced that the increasing magnetic field decreases the density
of plasma locally, as the mirror points of trapped particles move towards the weaker field
region, causing a drop in the plasma pressure and leading to stabilization in the high
field regions. In the weak field regions, the cooling of the particles with v‖ = 0 and those
having their mirror points moving towards each other was deduced in order to cause
stabilization.
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As the plasma density decreases in the high field regions, it has to increase in the
weak field regions. This leads to an antiphase variation between the fluctuations of the
plasma density and the magnetic field; a characteristic signature of the mirror instability.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the nonlinear saturation mechanisms.
B
Regions of increasing magnetic field density
Regions of decreasing magnetic field density
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δptot ↑, δn ↓, δp ↓
→ saturation
WParticle flowV
Mirror transfer
Cooling of trapped
particles
→saturation
Heating of trapped
particles
Figure 2.3: A demonstration of the saturation mechanisms of nonlinear mirror modes
in the regions of enhanced and reduced field magnitude. The enhanced regions cause
a density (n) drop as mirror points move towards the field minimum and thus prevent
particles to penetrate the region. Although the total pressure (ptot) is increased locally,
the plasma pressure (p) decreases, thus leading to stabilization. The saturation of the
weakening field density regions is based on either the cooling of the low parallel velocity
particles that experience the betatron deceleration indicated by blue solid trajectory, or
the cooling by the Fermi deceleration if the mirror points of the particles have moved
further away from each other, indicated by blue dashed trajectory. The red dashed
trajectory models the trajectory of the particles that experience the Fermi acceleration
when the mirror points have moved closer. The physics of particles experiencing the
Fermi acceleration/deceleration is given in Figure 2.2 and thus the illustration of mirror
points furthering from each other is left out from this figure.
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2.3 Mirror Mode Identification Methods
Mirror modes are observed all over the solar system and plenty of observations are
made especially in planetary magnetosheaths, which are the most typical environments
to detect them. Mirror modes are found and/or studied at least at the magnetosheaths
of the Earth (e.g., Anderson and Fuselier, 1993; Johnson and Cheng, 1997; Lucek et al.,
1999a,b; Chisham et al., 1998; Dunlop et al., 2002; Tátrallyay and Erdős, 2002, 2005;
Constantinescu et al., 2003; Horbury et al., 2004; Horbury and Lucek, 2009; Soucek
et al., 2008; Génot et al., 2009a,b; Shoji et al., 2009; Dimmock et al., 2015; Osmane
et al., 2015; Hoilijoki et al., 2016), Jupiter (e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1982, 1993; Hammond
et al., 1993; Joy et al., 2006), Saturn (e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1982; Violante et al., 1995;
Cattaneo et al., 1998), Uranus (Russell et al., 1989), Venus (e.g., Volwerk et al., 2008a,b;
Amariutei et al., 2011) and Mercury (Herčík et al., 2013). The mirror mode observations
in interplanetary space have been reported e.g., by Tsurutani et al. (1992), Zhang et al.
(2009) and Russell et al. (2009). In addition, Liu et al. (2006a) reported mirror modes
in the sheath region in front of a CME. Mirror modes have also been studied in distant
magnetotails (e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1984; André et al., 2002), cometary sheaths (e.g.,
Russell et al., 1987; Glassmeier et al., 1993; Tsurutani et al., 1999) and in the heliosheath
(e.g., Liu et al., 2007; Génot, 2008; Tsurutani et al., 2011a).
The minimum variance analysis (MVA) is the most commonly used method to inves-
tigate mirror modes. It was first applied by Sonnerup and Cahill (1967), where a detailed
description of the method can also be found (see also Sonnerup and Scheible (1998) and
Section 3.1 below). The preference of this approach to investigate mirror modes relates
to the fact that mirror modes are linearly polarized wave modes. This was identified, for
example, by Price et al. (1986), who did numerical simulations at the magnetosheath of
the Earth, and in the study of the Jovian magnetosheath by Tsurutani et al. (1993), in
which the angles between the minimum variance direction of the mirror mode structures
and the ambient magnetic field were discovered to vary from 80◦ to 90◦.
In the absence of the high-resolution ion data, mirror mode identification can be
based on studying the magnetic field only as for example was done by Tsurutani et al.
(1992). By investigating the magnetometer data of the Ulysses spacecraft (Hawkyard
and Buia, 1990) during a high speed solar wind stream at a distance of 2.2 AU from the
Sun, Tsurutani et al. (1992) found mirror mode structures with their minimum variance
directions almost perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. Lucek et al. (1999a,b)
and Volwerk et al. (2008a,b) also based their mirror mode detection on the investigation
of solely the magnetic field data. These studies also applied the MVA and examined
magnetic field magnitude fluctuations.
Zhang et al. (2008, 2009) investigated mirror modes in the solar wind at 0.72AU and
based their identification on studying the dips in the magnetic field magnitude data. The
authors examined the local field minima (Bmin) and investigated the surroundings of
these minima (data within ±150 s the minimum). The average field magnitude (B) and
the standard deviation (δ) were calculated for every 300 s interval. The structures that
had Bmin/B < 0.75 and angular change less than 15◦ over the structure were classified
as mirror modes. The edges of each mirror mode were defined to be the nearest points
of the minimum with a magnitude larger than B − δ and angles were calculated as the
directional changes in the magnetic field vector between these edges.
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Soucek et al. (2015) used the root mean square values of the magnetic field magnitude
fluctuations with the MVA to identify mirror modes. They inspected the parallel (δB‖)
and perpendicular (δB⊥) fluctuations of the average magnetic field magnitude B and
the angle between the magnetic field vector and maximum variance direction (θbm) for
a studied interval. The intervals with δB2‖/B
2 > 0.1, δB2‖/δB
2
⊥ > 0.2 and θbm < 25◦
were considered as mirror mode events. The identified mirror mode events were further
classified to peaks and dips by computing the normalized value of the skewness1 (S) of
the magnetic field magnitude for the interval. Soucek et al. (2015) defined the peaks as
the intervals with S > 0.1 and dips the intervals with S < 0.1.
Besides studying the magnetic field to identify mirror modes, the examination of
whether the mirror instability threshold holds or not is often included. Alternatively,
plasma beta values might be considered (e.g., Dimmock et al., 2015). Dimmock et al.
(2015) performed an extensive statistical analysis of mirror mode occurrence in the mag-
netosheath of the Earth using the MVA. The authors also used the criteria that the angle
between the maximum variance direction and the background magnetic field (θbm) has to
be less than 20◦, the ratio of the eigenvalues of the maximum variance direction and the
intermediate variance direction (λmax/λint) has to be more than 1.5 and the ratio of the
eigenvalues of the minimum variance direction and the intermediate variance direction
(λmin/λint) has to be less than 0.3. In addition, they required that the parallel plasma
beta of the studied data interval has to be larger than one (β‖ > 1). To identify mirror
modes from the THEMIS spacecraft magnetic field data (Angelopoulos, 2009), Osmane
et al. (2015) used similar criteria with the exception that the angle θbm was required to
be < 30◦ and the threshold condition of the mirror instability (Cm) was studied instead
of β‖. Osmane et al. (2015) required that
Cm =
T⊥
T‖
− 1
β⊥
− 1 > 0, (2.27)
which is the threshold condition for cold electrons derived by Hasegawa (1969) and where
T⊥
T‖
expresses the ion temperature anisotropy and β⊥ is the perpendicular plasma beta
with respect to the magnetic field direction. The exactly same MVA criteria were already
used by Soucek et al. (2008) who detected mirror modes from the Cluster spacecraft
data (Credland and Lehn, 1993). Both Dimmock et al. (2015) and Osmane et al. (2015)
computed the value of skewness to classify mirror mode intervals to peaks and dips.
Mirror modes have also been studied with simulations. For instance, Hoilijoki et al.
(2016) used global Vlasov simulations to compare how different selection criteria in the
MVA used by Soucek et al. (2008), Génot et al. (2009a, 2011) and Tátrallyay et al. (2010)
affect the extent of observed mirror mode activity in the magnetosheath of the Earth,
and showed that the spatial extent over which mirror modes occur is highly dependent
on the chosen selection criteria.
Liu et al. (2006a) investigated mirror mode occurrence in the sheath regions of fast
shock-driving CMEs. By examining the solar wind plasma and magnetic field data from
the ACE and WIND spacecraft, they found signatures of the mirror modes, such as
1Skewness describes the asymmetry of a distribution and is defined in Section 3.2 below. Mirror
modes occur either as peaks or dips that produce tails in the distribution. The skewness is positive due
to peaks and negative due to dips (Osmane et al., 2015).
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anticorrelated fluctuations in the density and magnetic field magnitude, enhanced tem-
perature anisotropy and high plasma beta values in front of a CME, which was identified
as a magnetic cloud. The study applied the threshold condition
T⊥
T‖
− 1 = S
βα‖
, (2.28)
where the free parameters S = 0.87 and α = 0.56 for mirror modes in the domain
5 6 β‖ 6 50 maximum growth rate being γ = 0.01Ωp, where Ωp is the proton cyclotron
frequency (Liu et al., 2006a). Generally, the free parameters are determined either from
the solutions of the magnetohydrodynamic equations for a single-fluid or from the Vlasov
dispersion relation (Parker, 1958; Gary et al., 1997) as Liu et al. (2006a) states. In
addition, Liu et al. (2006a) performed a superposed epoch analysis (SEA) of the spacecraft
data to survey the conditions favoring the occurrence of mirror modes and PDLs in front of
three different types of CMEs. The SEA contained totally 18 magnetic clouds, 21 complex
CMEs with preceding shocks and 56 CMEs without shocks (Liu et al., 2006a). The list
of the used CMEs is given in Liu et al. (2005). By investigating superposed magnetic
field, plasma density and thermal anisotropy data, Liu et al. (2006a) discovered PDL
and mirror mode favoring conditions in the sheath regions of magnetic clouds and CMEs
with preceding shocks, whereas CMEs without preceding shocks lacked these features.
Although the SEA by Liu et al. (2006a) provides information of mirror mode occurrence
in CME-driven sheaths, it smooths the data. As a consequence, the fluctuations of
the magnetic field and plasma density are reduced and the thermal anisotropies are
underestimated. Thus, examining sheaths individually and identifying mirror modes is
eventually a more accurate method (Liu et al., 2006a).
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3 Methods
This Chapter describes a program developed as a part of the present study to identify
mirror modes from CME-driven sheath regions using the high-resolution magnetic field
data from the WIND spacecraft. In the end of this Chapter, a flowchart summarizing
this program and the used criteria are given in Figure 3.5. The program can also be
applied to find mirror modes in other environments by using the magnetic field data of
other measurement sources.
The program is written using a Python programming language. First, the program
applies the minimum variance analysis (MVA) to identify intervals in which mirror modes
could occur, after which it identifies the dips and peaks in those intervals. After locating
suitable dips and peaks, the program tests them against multiple criteria, described later
in this chapter, that have to be passed before a dip or a peak is considered as a mirror
mode. The program is optimized to identify the most obvious mirror modes and as a
consequence, some mirror modes may be missed.
3.1 Minimum Variance Analysis
First, the program downloads the magnetic field data with three-second time resolu-
tion of the MFI instrument on board the WIND spacecraft (Lepping et al., 1995) from
the Coordinated Data Analysis Web (CDAWeb) for the time intervals selected by the
user to be examined using the MVA. The method can be used to resolve the directions of
minimum, intermediate and maximum variances. The MVA method is described shortly
below, for a detailed presentation of the method see Sonnerup and Cahill (1967) and
Sonnerup and Scheible (1998).
Using the downloaded magnetic field data, the MVA is applied for every one-minute
interval that has no missing data points, thus lasting exactly 60 seconds and having
20 data points. First, the program computes the average magnetic field vector of the
1-minute interval 〈B〉, which is needed to construct the magnetic variance matrix
MBµν ≡ 〈BµBν〉 − 〈Bµ〉 〈Bν〉 , (3.1)
where the subscripts µ,ν = 1,2,3 denote the components of the magnetic field vector B,
and the unit vector is b = [B¯1, B¯2, B¯3]/|B¯1, B¯2, B¯3|. The eigenvectors Bmin, Bint and
Bmax corresponding the minimum, intermediate and maximum variance directions and
the eigenvectors λmin, λint and λmax are computed from the magnetic variance matrix
MBµν .
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The 1-minute interval passes the MVA -test of the program if the eigenvalues and the
maximum variance direction (Bmax) satisfy the following criteria
λmin
λint
> 0.3 (3.2)
λmax
λint
> 1.5 (3.3)
θb,Bmax < 30
◦, (3.4)
which are based on the previous studies (see Hoilijoki et al. (2016) and Chapter 2) and
where θb,Bmax is the angle between the vectors b andBmax. Figure 3.1 shows two examples
of intervals that passed the MVA -test.
MVA -test passed intervals
a) Interval 1. b) Interval 2.
Figure 3.1: Two examples of 1-minute intervals that passed the MVA -test. The MVA
-test passed intervals are the areas between the red vertical lines. Intervals are from
the sheath region whose leading edge passed the WIND spacecraft at 11:10 UT on 16th
of April, 1999. Panel a) Interval 1: The MVA -test criteria are satisfied with values
λmin/λint = 0.33, λmax/λint = 10.03 and θb,Bmax = 10.31◦. Panel b) Interval 2: The
MVA -test criteria are satisfied with values λmin/λint = 0.33, λmax/λint = 3.44 and
θb,Bmax = 24.97
◦. The time on the horizontal axis refers to the universal time (UT).
Next, the program moves one data point forward, and thus, the next interval overlaps
with the previous one by 57 seconds. This procedure was adapted in this thesis to
increase the amount of detected mirror modes by trial and error as the highly varying
magnetic field infrequently passes the MVA -test for long intervals. If two intervals that
have passed the MVA criteria overlap, the program combines them into one interval.
Similarly, the program combines progressively any other overlapping intervals into a one
wider interval. In Figure 3.2 there is an example of two overlapping 1-minute intervals
that are combined. Studying the downloaded data by the MVA and combining the passed
overlapping intervals are the first two steps of the mirror mode detection method of the
program.
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Combining overlapping intervals
The new interval for further studies
Figure 3.2: An example of two overlapping 1-minute intervals that are combined by the
program. The MVA -test passed intervals are the areas between the colored vertical lines.
The intervals are from the sheath region that passed the WIND spacecraft on 16th of
April, 1999 (the same sheath region as in Figure 3.1). The time on the horizontal axis
refers to the universal time.
3.2 Finding Individual Mirror Modes
As mentioned in the previous chapters, mirror modes are found to be quite common
structures in the magnetosheath of the Earth and the MVA -method is often applied
(e.g., Génot et al., 2009a; Dimmock et al., 2015; Osmane et al., 2015; Soucek et al.,
2015). However, further methods have to be applied to investigate individual mirror
modes and their properties. The program developed in this thesis applies the method
used by Zhang et al. (2008, 2009) to study the intervals that are found in the MVA -step
(see the previous section). The purpose of this second step is to find individual mirror
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modes from the magnetic field data of the combined intervals that have passed the MVA
-test.
The individual mirror mode detection is based on the detailed study of dips and peaks
in the magnetic field magnitude data. For the studied interval, the program computes
the standard deviation δ as
δ =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(Bi − 〈B〉)2, (3.5)
where B1, ..., BN are the data points of the magnetic field magnitudes during the interval
and 〈B〉 is the average of them, and the skewness S, which describes the asymmetry
of a distribution. Skewness is positive for the intervals with peaks and negative for the
intervals with dips (see e.g., Osmane et al., 2015). It is defined as
S =
M3
σ3
, (3.6)
where M3 = 1N
∑N
i=1 (Bi − 〈B〉)3 and σ is the variance and hence the square of the
standard deviation δ.
The program goes through every minimum and maximum in the studied interval. A
minimum or a maximum can be considered as a mirror mode if well-defined edges for a
structure can be found and if the angular change through it is less than 10◦ (Zhang et al.,
2009; Tsurutani et al., 2011b). The edges of a mirror mode structure are stated as the
nearest points of the minimum or maximum that satisfy the requirements
B > 〈B〉 − δ (3.7)
B > 1.25BMIN , (3.8)
if the program is studying a minimum, and
B < 〈B〉 − δ (3.9)
B < 0.75BMAX , (3.10)
if a maximum is being studied. If a structure contains more than two minima or maxima
it is rejected. The angular change is calculated as the directional change of the magnetic
field vector between these edges. Minima and maxima satisfying these conditions are
called dips and peaks, respectively. Figure 3.3 shows examples of mirror mode structures
identified by the program.
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Detected individual mirror modes
a) Interval 1.
b) Interval 2.
c) Interval 3.
Figure 3.3: Examples of individual mirror modes detected by the program from the
same sheath region as shown in Figure 3.1. The intervals that passed the MVA -test
are bounded by the red vertical lines and the detected mirror modes are the structures
limited by the blue vertical lines. Panel a) Interval 1: Detected mirror modes have the
angular changes over the structures 1.1◦ and 2.7◦ from left to right. Panel b) Interval
2: The detected mirror mode has the angular change over the structure 2.3◦. Panel c)
Interval 3: The detected mirror modes have the angular changes over the structures 6.7◦
and 4.4◦. The time on the horizontal axis refers to the universal time.
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In the final phase, the skewness of the interval is compared to the number of detected
dips and peaks. The interval is considered to contain dip(peak)-like mirror modes if
the number of dips (peaks) exceeds the number of peaks (dips) and the skewness has a
negative (positive) value. If the value of skewness is in contradiction with the number
of detected dips and peaks, the question whether mirror modes occur in the considered
interval or not, is left to be analyzed by the user.
Although the question of whether a mirror mode is a peak- or dip-like may appear
to be arbitrary, the magnetic field data can include clear series of field magnitude peaks
or dips that are discernible from the surrounding average field magnitude and identified
as mirror mode structures by the program. These series may contain, for example, a
peak-like mode that has the maximum close to the surrounding average field magnitude,
and locates between two clear field dips that are identified as dip-like mirror modes.
In addition, the peak-like mode has the edges in the minima of these dips. To detect
individual mirror modes in these kinds of situations, the program does the comparison
to the value of the skewness.
If the final analysis by the user is not done, some clear mirror mode like structures
could be left out, because the intervals passing the MVA-test may contain sudden changes
in the average field magnitude that affect to the skewness. Figure 3.4, shows examples
of the situations in which the final analysis had to be done by the user.
For further studies, the program writes down the locations of the edges, durations
and amplitudes of observed mirror modes as well as their relative locations in the sheath
region. The individual mirror modes are in addition classified as singles and trains. If a
studied interval contains more than one mirror mode, it is considered as a train of mirror
modes. The amplitude A of a mirror mode is calculated as
Adip/peak = |
η
2
−Bdip/peak
η
2
|, (3.11)
where η is the sum of the magnetic field magnitudes of the left and right edges of the
structure i.e. η = Bleft+Bright and Bdip/peak is the magnetic field minimum or maximum of
the structure depending on whether the program is studying a dip or a peak, respectively.
A simplified structure from the methods, the progress and the criteria of the program
is presented in the flowchart in Figure 3.5.
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Intervals in which the final analysis is done by the user
a) Interval 1
b) Interval 2
c) Interval 3
Figure 3.4: Example of a situation in which the skewness does not agree with the class
of detected mirror modes (dips or peaks). As explained in the text, in this case the user
determines whether the data shows peak- or dip-like mirror modes or whether they are
excluded from the further studies. The MVA -test passed intervals are marked by the
red vertical lines and the identified mirror modes by blue lines. Panel a) Interval 1: The
skewness of the MVA -test passed interval is S = 0.167 and dip-like mirror modes are
detected by the program from the sheath whose leading edge passed the WIND spacecraft
at 19:29 UT on 18th of October, 1998. Panel b) Interval 2: The skewness of the MVA -test
passed interval is S = −0.046 and a peak-like mirror mode is detected by the program
from the sheath whose leading edge passed the WIND spacecraft at 05:22 UT on 17th
of March, 2013. Panel c) Interval 3: The skewness of the MVA -test passed interval is
S = 0.148 and dip-like mirror modes are detected by the program from the sheath whose
leading edge passed the WIND spacecraft at 16:43 UT on 12th of July, 2013. The time
on the horizontal axis refers to the universal time.
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Mirror Mode Detection Code
Downloading data from the CDAWeb
The magnetic field data of three seconds time resolution
Minimum Variance Analysis
For 1-minute intervals
Criteria: λ
min
/λ
int
> 0.3, λ
max
/λ
int
 > 1.5 and θ
b,Bmax
< 30˚
Combining the overlapping MVA -test passed intervals
Going through minima and maxima of new intervals
Finding the edges: B > <B>-δ and B > 1.25B
MIN
 or
     B < <B>-δ and B < 0.75B
MAX
Calculating the angular change: <10˚ over the structure
Classifying the mirror modes of an interval to dips or peaks
 by comparing to the value of the skewness of the interval
Manual classifying if skewness does 
not match with detected mirror modes
Analysing the detected mirror modes
Duration, relative location, amplitude
Classifying to singles and trains
Figure 3.5: A simplified flowchart of the mirror mode detection code compiled in this
thesis
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3.3 Plasma Beta Analysis
Plasma beta values of the whole sheath region and the values during the detected
mirror modes are also studied and compared using a separate program compiled also in
this thesis. This analysis contains downloading the data from the MFI (Lepping et al.,
1995) and SWE (Ogilvie et al., 1995) instruments on board the WIND spacecraft from
the CDAWeb. The magnetic field vector and the magnitude of it with three-second time
resolution are downloaded from the MFI instrument, and proton number density and the
thermal speeds of the protons parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field are down-
loaded from the SWE instrument. The program computes parallel and perpendicular
plasma beta values as
β‖ =
2µ0kBnpT‖,p
B2
(3.12)
β⊥ =
2µ0kBnpT⊥,p
B2
, (3.13)
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability, kB is the Boltzmann constant, np is the proton
density and T‖,p and T⊥,p are the perpendicular and parallel proton temperatures com-
pared to the magnetic field and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. T‖,p and T⊥,p
are computed from the thermal speed data as
T‖,p/⊥,p =
v2‖/⊥mp
kB
, (3.14)
where v‖/⊥ is the thermal speed perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field and mp is
the proton mass.
The threshold value of the mirror instability is computed for every data point in the
whole sheath region from the calculated plasma beta values. In addition, the threshold
values are examined for the detected mirror modes. They are computed using the plasma
beta averages of the data points within 150 seconds from the extreme magnetic field
magnitude of the studied mirror mode. The threshold value Cm (see Chapter 2; Hasegawa
(1969); Osmane et al. (2015)) is computed as
Cm =
T⊥,p
T‖,p
− 1− 1
β⊥
. (3.15)
β‖, β⊥ and Cm are written down to files for further studies.
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4 Mirror Modes in CME-driven Sheath
Regions
In this thesis, a statistical study of mirror mode waves in CME-driven sheath regions
is done by using the methods described in the previous chapter. Their occurrence and
properties are investigated and in addition, the dependence of these features on the
preceding shock and the driving CME parameters is studied. In this chapter, the used
data sets are firstly shortly introduced, then the results of the research are reported. The
results are discussed and conclusions presented in Section 4.3.
4.1 Data Set
The study contains 94 CME-driven sheath regions as listed by Palmerio et al. (2016).
The sheaths were observed between January 1997 and April 2015. Some of the times of
the interplanetary shocks and the CME ejecta boundaries in Palmerio et al. (2016) are
based on the observations of the ACE spacecraft (Chiu et al., 1998). These times are time
shifted in this thesis so that all the sheaths can be examined by using the WIND spacecraft
data (Ogilvie and Parks, 1996). The time shifting was done by a visual inspection, in
which the certain feature was matched between the WIND and ACE spacecraft using the
CDAWeb.
The velocities of the sheath-driving CME ejecta were taken from the CME observation
list by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)1. The study used the
reported mean solar wind bulk velocity in the magnetic obstacle, which refers to the
CME ejecta. If the studied event was not included in the NASA list, the velocity was
taken from the list provided by Palmerio (2015). This study lists the mean bulk velocity
at the leading edge of the CME ejecta.
To characterize the shocks preceding the sheaths, the study uses the magnetosonic
Mach number, shock velocity and angle between interplanetary magnetic field given by the
Heliospheric Shock Database2, generated and maintained at the University of Helsinki. If
the database did not include the shock parameters determined by the WIND spacecraft
data, but the corresponding shock was identified at ACE, the shock parameters from
ACE were used.
The WIND spacecraft was launched in November 1994 and during the time interval
investigated in this thesis, it was placed in a halo orbit around the L1 Lagrangian point.
1URL https://wind.nasa.gov/ICMEindex.php
2URL http://ipshocks.fi/
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This thesis investigates the magnetic field data with three second time resolution of the
MFI instrument on board the WIND spacecraft (Lepping et al., 1995). In addition, the
proton number density and proton thermal speeds parallel and perpendicular to the mag-
netic field data of the SWE instrument on board the WIND spacecraft (Ogilvie et al.,
1995) are investigated. The SWE data has 92-s time resolution.
4.2 Results
In total, 1255 mirror mode structures were detected within 94 CME sheath regions
and the majority of them (1235 of them) were dip-like mirror modes. Because of the high
fraction of dip-like mirror modes, all references to Chapter 3 in this chapter are done
according to the criteria of dip-like mirror modes.
Figure 4.1 Panel a) shows a bar graph, in which the number of identified mirror modes
and their distribution to singles and trains are presented. The graph indicates that mirror
modes occur mostly as singles or trains that contains exactly two mirror mode structures.
The trains that contain five or more mirror modes are uncommon.
Mirror modes were detected in 67 (71%) of the investigated 94 CME-driven sheath
regions, and the histogram of mirror mode occurrence in CME-driven sheaths is shown in
Figure 4.1 Panel b). The maximum number of mirror modes identified within one sheath
region was 112. In Figure 4.1, it is seen that a low number of mirror modes containing
CME-driven sheaths are more common than the sheaths with a high number of mirror
modes. For those sheaths that include mirror modes, the mirror mode number median is
9. However, 76% of all detected mirror mode structures occurred in the sheaths having
more than 20 mirror modes, although the number of those sheaths was only 21.
Figure 4.2 shows the number of mirror modes in a CME-driven sheath as a function
of the duration of the sheath. The mean values of mirror modes in 4 hour intervals are
presented by the blue crosses in the figure. Generally, there is no distinct proportionality
between the duration and the number of mirror modes. However, when the number of
sheaths in a 4 hour interval is high, the mean number of mirror modes increases as the
duration of a sheath increases (by starting from the left, see the first three blue crosses
in Figure 4.2).
Statistics of detected mirror modes are illustrated in Figure 4.3 and summarized in
Table 4.1. Panel a) shows how mirror modes are distributed along CME-driven sheaths.
In the horizontal axis showing the fractional distance, 0 indicates the preceding shock
and 1 the leading edge of the CME ejecta. The graph indicates that mirror modes are
observed everywhere in the sheaths, but the highest occurrences are found at the frac-
tional distance interval of 0.2-0.3. The median fractional distance of mirror modes is 0.44.
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a) Number of detections. b) Mirror mode occurrence.
Figure 4.1: Information on the occurrence and distribution of mirror modes within the
studied 94 CME-driven sheaths. Panel a) The numbers of detected mirror modes and
their distribution to singles and trains. The blue bars present the number of observed
mirror modes (MM) and their division to singles (S) and mirror mode trains (T). The
yellow bars present the number of mirror modes in a train (the numbers on the horizontal
axis). The bar 8+ contains the trains that include eight or more mirror modes. Panel b)
The histogram of mirror mode occurrence in CME-driven sheaths. The horizontal axis
refers to the number of mirror modes in a sheath.
Figure 4.2: Number of mirror modes in CME-driven sheaths according to the duration
of the sheath. The horizontal axis is the duration and the vertical axis is the number
of mirror modes in the sheath. Black circles represent the individual sheaths. The blue
crosses indicate the mean value of mirror modes in sheaths in 4 hour interval. The
standard error of the mean (SE) defines the error bars and is defined SE = δ/
√
n, where
δ is the standard deviation and n is the size of a sample. The number of mirror modes is
less than 20 below the red dashed line and more than 20 above it.
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a) Dependence on fractional distance. b) Distribution of mirror mode duration.
c) Distribution of amplitudes. d) Distribution of relative amplitudes.
Figure 4.3: Statistics of mirror modes in CME-driven sheath regions. Panel a) The
number of mirror modes as a function of the fractional distance from the CME-driven
shock, in which 0 refers to the preceding shock and 1 to the leading edge of the CME
ejecta. Panel b) The distribution of detected mirror modes according to their during.
Panel c) Mirror mode occurrence as a function of their amplitude. Panel d) Mirror mode
occurrence as a function of the relative amplitude of a structure. These amplitudes are
defined by Equation 3.11.
Because the magnetic field data investigated in this study has three-second time reso-
lution, the duration of a mirror mode structure is always divisible by number three. Thus,
the shortest observable mirror mode lasts six seconds. Panel b) in Figure 4.3 presents
the bar graph of the number of mirror modes as a function of the duration. Primarily,
mirror modes last 15 seconds or less. However, the criteria used in Equations 3.7-3.10
affect the duration distribution.
The histograms of the mirror mode amplitude and relative amplitude are shown in
Panels c) and d), respectively, in Figure 4.3. Majority of mirror modes have their am-
plitude between 1-3 nT, and the median in Panel c) locates at 2.7 nT, but some large
amplitude (> 10 nT) mirror modes were also detected.
In Panel d), the median of the relative amplitude locates at 0.29 in the axis of relative
amplitude and the distribution is strongly weighted to the small values of the relative
amplitude. The criterion, Equation 3.7, demands that the edges of a mirror mode struc-
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Total Number Median MMProperty Median Average
Sheaths 94 (67 includedMMs) 9 MMs
Fractional
Distance 0.44 0.45
MM Totally
Detected 1255 (1235 dips) Duration [s] 9 12
Singles 414 (33%) Amplitude[nT] 2.7 3.3
Trains
274 (77% of
MMs occurred in
trains)
2 MMs in a
train
Relative
Amplitude 0.29 0.35
Sheaths that have >20 MMs include 76% of all MMs
Maximum number of MMs in one sheath: 112
Table 4.1: Statistics of detected mirror modes. MM refers to a mirror mode.
ture must have magnetic field strength larger than 1.25 times the minimum strength of
the structure. Thus, the median value (0.29) implies that approximately half of the de-
tected mirror modes have edges that just exceeded this criterion value. The effect of the
used criteria to the distributions shown in Figure 4.3 will be discussed later. For large
amplitudes (> 10 nT), the median relative amplitude is 0.56.
Relative occurrence distributions of both perpendicular and parallel plasma beta, their
ratio (i.e. temperature anisotropy) and mirror instability threshold values are shown in
Figure 4.4. The figure shows the relative occurrence for both the mirror modes and their
5 min surroundings (black curves), and elsewhere in the sheath regions (blue curves). In
the graphs, both parallel and perpendicular plasma beta have clearly higher values around
the detected mirror modes than in the parts of the sheath where mirror modes are absent.
Furthermore, there is a notable temperature anisotropy difference between the regions
where mirror modes are detected and not detected. 87% of the mirror modes occur when
β⊥/β‖ is between 4 and 8. Mirror modes thus locate mainly in the plasma regions where
the perpendicular temperature is significantly higher than the parallel temperature of the
plasma. In the regions where mirror modes are absent, the sheath plasma has no notable
temperature anisotropy and more than half of it (54%) has β⊥/β‖ < 1.
Detected mirror modes occur primarily (76% of all mirror modes) in mirror unstable
plasma as is seen in the mirror instability threshold graph in Figure 4.4. Mirror modes,
however, were also detected in mirror stable plasma. The plasma in the parts of sheath
where mirror modes were not detected is only marginally mirror unstable.
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Figure 4.4: Perpendicular (β⊥) and parallel (β‖) plasma beta, temperature anisotropy
(β⊥/β‖) and mirror instability threshold values in surroundings of detected mirror modes
(black curves) and in the parts of the sheath where mirror modes were not detected
(blue curves). The green dashed vertical line in the temperature anisotropy graph shows
β⊥/β‖ = 1. In total, 54% of the sheath plasma has β⊥/β‖ ≤ 1. Cm refers to the mirror
instability threshold. If Cm > 0, the plasma is mirror unstable. The red dashed vertical
line shows Cm = 0.
In this thesis, the dependence of mirror mode occurrence and properties on different
preceding shock parameters as well as on the CME ejecta speed are examined. The
investigation of the following shock parameters is included: the shock angle, magnetosonic
Mach number and shock speed. The histograms of these parameters are given in Figure
4.5. The majority of the studied shocks are quasi-perpendicular, have magnetosonic
Mach number less than three and they propagate at speeds varying between 300-700
km/s. The speed of CME ejecta typically varies between 300 km/s and 600 km/s but
also faster ejecta occur.
Table 4.2 shows the mean value of investigated parameters and the standard errors of
them. The high number of mirror modes occur in CME-driven sheaths that have typically
higher MMS and Vshock, and smaller VCME than the sheaths in which mirror modes do
not occur.
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a) θBn c) Vshockb) MMS d) VCME
Figure 4.5: The histograms of preceding shock angle (θBn), magnetosonic Mach number
(MMS) and shock speed (Vshock), and in addition, the histogram of CME ejecta speed
(VCME) for investigated CME-driven sheath regions. The medians of the parameters are
θBn = 59
◦, MMS = 2.4, Vshock = 517 km/s, VCME = 468 km/s. In Panel c), the last bar
contains the sheaths that have Vshock > 1000 km/s.
e) θBn f) MMS g) Vshock h) VCME
a) θBn b) MMS c) Vshock d) VCME
Figure 4.6: The dependences of mirror mode occurrence on θBn, MMS, Vshock, VCME.
The histograms in the top panel present the number of mirror modes as depending on
the investigated parameters. The lower panel presents three dimensional histograms, in
which the investigated parameters are on the horizontal axes and the number of mirror
modes in a single sheath on the vertical axes. The color map indicates the number of
CME-driven sheaths in each investigated bin. In Panel c), the last bar contains all the
shocks whose speed is more than 1000 km/s.
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Number of MMs
in a sheath
< θBn >
[deg] < MMS >
< Vshock >
[km/s]
< VCME >
[km/s]
>20 59.0 ± 4.4 3.5 ± 0.5 651.8 ± 69.3 399.2 ± 55.7
0 57.5 ± 4.2 2.1 ± 0.1 509.7 ± 24.5 459.3 ± 24.7
Table 4.2: Statistics of the shock and CME ejecta parameters of the studied CME-driven
sheaths. The deviations are the standard errors of the mean (see Figure 4.2). MM refers
to a mirror mode.
The top panel in Figure 4.6 presents the distributions of mirror modes according to
the investigated preceding shock and CME ejecta parameters. The bottom panel shows
three dimensional histograms that illustrate how different parameters affect the number
of mirror modes detected in a single sheath.
Sheaths in which less than 20 mirror modes were detected (including sheaths with
no detected mirror modes), can have all range of shock angles from 0◦ to 90◦, as is seen
from the first column of the Figure 4.6. The CME sheaths with a high number of mirror
modes (> 20) were not related to quasi-parallel shocks (θBn < 30◦). The total number
of mirror modes when all studied sheaths are considered is largest for the quasi-parallel
regime 30◦ < θBn < 40◦. Figure 4.6 Panel e) shows that this is primarily due to sheaths
in this θBn interval containing a large number of mirror modes. It should be noted that
this θBn interval has less sheaths than the quasi-perpendicular regime (see Figure 4.6).
However, the sheaths where the highest number of mirror modes (> 80 mirror modes)
were detected are related to quasi-perpendicular shocks. Generally in the sheaths in
which mirror modes occur, there is some tendency for the number of mirror modes to
increase with θBn.
By comparing Panels b) in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, the mirror mode occurrence is deduced
to increase with the increasing shock MMS. The number of detected mirror modes is
higher in the sheaths with shocks that have 3 < MMS < 5 than whenMMS < 3, although
the sheaths related to high magnetosonic Mach shocks are much less frequent in our study
than the low Mach number shocks. Panel 4.6 f) shows that the sheaths with > 20 mirror
modes occur for all observed shock MMS, but the highest numbers of mirror modes are
in the sheaths associated with higher MMS shocks.
Figure 4.6 Panel c) indicates that the number of mirror modes increases significantly
when the threshold Vshock = 400 km/s is exceeded. The number of sheaths with Vshock <
400 km/s is on the other hand relatively very small (see Figure 4.5). However, the
total number of mirror modes does not vary much for the higher shock speed intervals
(400 < Vshock < 600 km/s), although the number of sheaths decreases as the Vshock
increases. This implies that mirror mode occurrence increases with the increasing Vshock.
The speed of the preceding shock varies greatly in sheaths in which 20-50 mirror modes
are detected, including a sheath with Vshock = 1680 km/s. However, the sheaths that
include most (> 50) mirror modes are associated with shocks having Vshock > 500 km/s.
The number of mirror modes as a function of the CME ejecta speed is directly pro-
portional to the number of CME-driven sheaths in each VCME interval, as can be seen
in the graphs of Panels d) in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. A small increase in the mirror mode
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occurrence appears as the threshold VCME = 600 km/s is exceeded. However, Figure
4.6 Panel g) shows that this is a consequence of one particular sheath in which over 110
mirror modes were detected. Furthermore, any obvious correlation between the mirror
mode occurrence and the VCME in the graphs in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 can not be seen.
Figure 4.7 shows a graphical illustration of the investigation of mirror mode properties
that could possibly depend on the shock and CME ejecta properties. The mirror mode
properties are in the vertical axis and the investigated shock and CME ejecta parameters
in the horizontal axis of each graph. The color maps indicate the number of mirror modes
in each graph.
The first row in Figure 4.7 shows the dependences of the fractional distance on different
investigated shock and CME ejecta parameters. As shown already in Figure 4.3, the
highest numbers of mirror modes are detected in the in the first half (fractional distance
< 0.5) of the sheaths. For sheaths that are behind quasi-parallel shocks, mirror modes are
particularly likely to occur adjacent to the shock (fractional distance between 0 and 0.2).
As the shock angle increases, the mirror mode locations move deeper into the sheath.
When θBn > 80◦, mirror modes occur mainly between the fractional distances of 0.2 and
0.8.
The mirror mode occurrence within the sheath as a function of shock MMS has quite
a stable profile through different Mach number values. For MMS > 6, mirror modes
have stronger bias to occur towards the shock, but some events are found also closer
to the CME leading edge. Similarly, as the shock speed (Vshock) increases, the relative
occurrence of the mirror modes in the first half of the sheath increases. The graph where
the fractional distance is plotted with VCME shows that mirror modes occur relatively
evenly within the sheath when VCME is high, while for lower VCME values, mirror modes
occur increasingly closer to the shock.
The second row in Figure 4.7 shows the duration of mirror modes on the vertical axis.
The distribution of mirror modes according to the shock angle in Figure 4.6 shows that
the largest number of mirror modes are detected at the shock angle intervals 30◦- 40◦, 50◦-
60◦ and 80◦- 90◦. In these intervals (the first graph, second row), the typical duration of
mirror modes slightly decreases when θBn increases. Also, the mirror modes are typically
shorter when Vshock increases. Any significant changes in the duration profiles can not be
seen in the second and fourth graphs.
High amplitude mirror modes are not particularly dependent on the shock theta as
illustrated in the first graphs of Figure 4.7 (the third and fourth row). The majority of
mirror modes are low amplitude mirror modes (< 4 nT or < 0.4), as shown in Figure 4.3,
and they are distributed to all θBn intervals. In addition, the relative amplitude profiles
have no notable changes when the magnetosonic Mach number, the preceding shock
speed or the CME ejecta speed vary. However, the most common absolute amplitude
value changes from the amplitude interval 0-2 nT to the interval 2-4 nT when MMS,
Vshock or VCME increases. In general, the mirror modes that have amplitudes > 4 nT
appear more often in sheaths that have high Vshock and VCME.
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Figure 4.7: Three dimensional histograms that represent the distributions of mirror modes
and their properties according to the investigated shock and CME ejecta parameters. The
investigated shock and CME ejecta parameters are on the horizontal axes and the mirror
mode properties on the vertical axes. The color maps indicate the number of mirror
modes. In the graphs in which the vertical axis represents the fractional distance, 0 refers
to the preceding shock and 1 to the leading edge of the CME ejecta.
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4.3 Discussion
The results of this study suggest that mirror modes are fairly common structures
in CME-driven sheath regions. Approximately two-thirds of the investigated 94 CME-
driven sheaths had at least one mirror mode structure. However, sheaths that contain a
high number of mirror modes (> 20) are more rare than those in which only a few mirror
modes were detected. The results of the occurrence frequency are roughly similar to the
observations of mirror modes in the Earth’s magnetosheath (e.g., Lucek et al., 1999a).
In addition, the mirror modes cover the sheaths only marginally; for example, mirror
modes occupied only 3% of the CME-driven sheath that contained the highest number
(112) of mirror modes. The results also suggest that the number of mirror modes in a
CME-driven sheath does not correlate with the duration of a CME sheath crossing the
observing spacecraft.
The majority of mirror modes occur in mirror mode trains and only approximately
one-third of the detected mirror modes are individual ones i.e. no other mirror modes
were detected within a MVA -test passed interval. The results presented in Figure 4.1
Panel a) suggest that if the conditions in CME-driven sheath plasma exceed the mirror
instability threshold, a few mirror mode waves are usually generated. In the studied
CME sheath sample, the fraction of sheaths in which less than 20 mirror modes occur is,
however, large (78% of the all studied sheath regions). As shown in this thesis, sheaths
indeed have mirror unstable plasma conditions only occasionally.
This thesis found that while the majority of mirror modes (76%) occur in mirror unsta-
ble plasma in CME-driven sheaths, a considerable fraction (24%) of them were detected
in in plasma that was expected to be mirror stable. However, the relative occurrence
distribution of mirror instability threshold values in non-mirror mode regions is clearly
distinct from the one where mirror modes are detected (see Figure 4.4). In addition, it
is noticeably below the mirror instability threshold, exceeding it only marginally.
As mentioned in Section 1.4, the dip-like mirror modes that occur in mirror stable
plasma could be remnants of the mirror instability that appeared earlier in time (Win-
terhalter et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2009). As CME sheaths detected near 1 AU have
accumulated several days, this is a likely scenario. Mirror modes generated earlier in
time in CME-driven sheaths could be studied in the future for example by examining
the European Space Agency’s Solar Orbiter spacecraft data (Müller et al., 2013). The
Solar Orbiter spacecraft3 will provide high-resolution data and it will have an orbit whose
distance from the Sun varies between 0.28 AU and 0.9 AU. The Solar Orbiter data could
also be used to study the role of mirror modes in the coronal heating (see Section 1.4,
Russell et al. (2008)).
Although the program was constructed to identify both peak- and dip-like mirror
modes, almost all (98%) detected mirror modes were dip-like mirror modes. Approxi-
mately two-third (63%) of the mirror modes had the mirror instability threshold value
(Cm) between 0 and 1 (see Figure 4.4), the median being 0.52 (Cm > 0 indicates mirror
unstable plasma). These findings are consistent with the previous results. For example,
Soucek et al. (2008) found that in the magnetosheath of the Earth, mirror modes were
discovered to occur as dips when the mirror instability threshold value (Cm) is below
3URL http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/
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or slightly above zero and as peaks if the threshold is clearly exceeded (approximately
CM > 1− 2). As already mentioned, mirror modes occupy only a relatively small part of
the sheath suggesting that the plasma conditions exceed the mirror instability threshold
only occasionally. This, together with the fact that the threshold value less frequently
exceeds the value 1 (only for 13% of the found mirror modes), could be the cause of the
high number of dip-like mirror modes. The results suggest that the plasma conditions in
CME-driven sheath regions do not exceed the mirror instability threshold in a way that
peak-like mirror modes could be generated. In addition, Dimmock et al. (2015) discov-
ered that mirror modes appear more as dip-like mirror modes when the solar wind Alfvén
Mach number increases in the magnetosheath of the Earth. The Alfvén Mach numbers
in the surroundings of mirror modes and in the parts of the sheath where mirror modes
are absent is a possible topic for future research.
The selection criteria used in this study affects the distribution given in Figure 4.3
Panels b) and d). The edges of a mirror mode structure were defined to be the closest
data points of a magnetic field minimum that satisfy the selection criteria. This might
shorten the duration of mirror modes, as illustrated in Panel c) of Figure 3.3. However, it
can be deduced from the results that mirror mode structures typically pass the spacecraft
in a short time. This coincides with previous mirror mode studies (e.g., Zhang et al.,
2009).
In CME sheaths, the amplitudes of the mirror modes are not very large, neither
absolutely nor relatively (average amplitude and relative amplitude being 3.3 nT and 0.35,
respectively). Dimmock et al. (2015) and (Osmane et al., 2015) reported mirror modes in
the magnetosheath of the Earth that had the absolute amplitudes approximately between
10 nT and 20 nT, thus being much larger than the mirror mode amplitudes discovered in
this thesis. In the magnetosheath of the Earth, the solar wind plasma is compressed by
the bow shock, which could explain at least part of the difference. However, the results of
relative amplitudes of this thesis are consistent with the previous studies of mirror modes
in the magnetosheath of the Earth (e.g., Génot et al., 2009a).
Small amplitude mirror modes in CME-driven sheaths could be due to the limited
amount of free energy. Because the mirror modes occur most often as trains of two
or three, the sources of free energy might be spatial and at disposal only occasionally.
The fractional distance histogram suggests that mirror modes occur everywhere in CME
sheaths from the preceding shock to the leading edge of the ejecta (Figure 4.3). Further-
more, mirror modes may have different sources of free energy within a CME sheath. Large
number of mirror modes detected at the fractional distance interval 0.2-0.3 (i.e. relatively
close to the shock) could be a consequence of free energy provided dominantly by the
shock compression. For mirror modes at fractional distance > 0.5, the field line draping
around a CME ejecta (e.g., Gosling and McComas, 1987) might provide the necessary
source of free energy. On the contrary, in the planetary magnetosheaths, the studies show
(e.g., Génot et al., 2009a; Tátrallyay and Erdős, 2005; Tsurutani et al., 2011b) that the
mirror mode occurrence is higher near the magnetopause than near the bow shock. The
field line draping is reported to be an essential source of free energy in the magnetosheath
of the Earth (e.g., Tátrallyay and Erdős, 2002). However, the shock compression in the
magnetosheath of the Earth has been argued to be a source of free energy that generates
peak-like mirror mode waves. These early stage mirror modes grow while convecting from
the bow shock towards the magnetopause and transform to dip-like mirror modes as the
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plasma becomes mirror stable (e.g., Soucek et al., 2008; Hoilijoki et al., 2016).
Table 4.2 indicates that the CME-driven sheaths that have > 20 mirror modes are
associated to shocks that are faster and have higher Mach numbers than the sheaths
with no mirror modes at all. Furthermore, only a few mirror modes were found in the
sheaths that were associated with parallel shocks, θBn < 30◦. Generally, the number of
detected mirror modes increases as the θBn increases. The quasi-perpendicular shocks
have more dramatic changes in the magnetic field and plasma parameters than quasi-
parallel shocks. This is in agreement with the observations in the Earth’s magnetosheath
(e.g., Génot et al., 2009a; Soucek et al., 2015). In addition, the sheaths behind a strong
shock (high MMS), had the most mirror mode detections in this study. The same effect
was also noted if the speed of the preceding shock was larger. This implies that the
shock properties influence on the mirror mode wave generation in CME-driven sheaths.
A stronger and faster shock leads to a higher number of mirror modes. The preceding
shock has thus an essential role as a source of free energy. The results presented in Figure
4.7 support these conclusions. Namely, the highest number of mirror modes was detected
in the first half of a sheath for all investigated shock parameters θBn, MMS and Vshock
(see Figure 4.7 first row). Also, the typical amplitude of a mirror mode is larger slightly
with larger MMS and Vshock.
However, for every investigated shock parameter, mirror modes also occur in the
latter half of a sheath (i.e. closer to the ejecta leading edge). When the shock is slower,
a notable number of mirror modes occur in the latter half of the sheath. It was also
found in this thesis that the fast CME ejecta speed slightly increases the mirror mode
amplitudes. Also, a lot of mirror modes are detected in the latter half of a sheath for
low VCME. However, no clear conclusions can be drawn from these results. The number
of events in some shock and CME ejecta parameter ranges was very small, which might
affect the results.
Further research on the temperature anisotropy and the mirror instability threshold
distributions as a function of the fractional distance could provide important knowledge
on this matter. The mirror modes in the second half of a CME sheath could also be
the remnants of mirror mode generation happened earlier in the first half. Because
of the lateral expansion of a CME, the plasma is unable to flow around the ejecta and
accrete in front of the ejecta maintaining the record of previous interactions. Thus, mirror
modes detected close the CME ejecta might be generated earlier close to the shock, but
are observed in the second half at 1 AU. Although the shock compression might be a
dominant source of free energy, it is possible that also other sources exist in CME-driven
sheaths, such as field line draping. One additional idea for the further research is to
examine the possible correlation between mirror mode occurrence and sheath large-scale
structures, such as planar magnetic structures (e.g., Palmerio et al., 2016).
Individually occurring mirror modes in CME-driven sheaths are a possible topic for
future research, to which the program constructed in this thesis could be applied. The
surroundings of mirror modes that appear as singles could be examined and the question
of whether they are the only possible mirror mode candidates even if the detection criteria
(see Chapter 3) are changed could also be addressed. Namely, Winterhalter et al. (1994)
suggests that individual dip-like mirror modes could be remnants of previously occurred
mirror mode trains from which other mirror modes have dissipated. Furthermore, it
might be useful to study the temperature anisotropy and mirror instability threshold
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values separately for mirror mode singles and trains. Also separate studies on CME
sheaths consisting low and high numbers of mirror modes should be done in order to offer
more knowledge of the mirror mode occurrence. The program constructed in this thesis
could be used in future research related to the aforementioned topics.
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5 Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, mirror mode waves generated by mirror instability have been discussed
and studied in the magnetosheaths of the interplanetary plasma phenomena called coro-
nal mass ejections (CMEs). Mirror modes in CME sheaths are yet relatively little in-
vestigated, and the motivation of this thesis was to add fundamental knowledge of the
occurrence and properties of mirror modes in these sheaths. In addition, a brief introduc-
tion to CME-driven sheath regions and mirror modes in planetary magnetosheaths were
included in the thesis. The mirror instability was discussed in detail and mirror mode
identification methods used in the previous studies were considered.
To conduct a statistical survey of the occurrence and properties of mirror modes
in CME-driven sheath regions, a semi-automated program that identifies mirror mode
structures from the magnetic field data of the WIND spacecraft was constructed in this
thesis. The program was found to be an useful method to identify mirror modes from
CME-driven sheath regions. The detection of mirror modes was done by using only
magnetic field data of the spacecraft. This is because sufficiently high-resolution plasma
data is not continuously available from the solar wind. Having a high resolution plasma
data would not increase the number of detected mirror modes but it would provide
more accurate information on the plasma conditions in which mirror modes do occur.
In addition, an accurate examination of the sizes of mirror mode structures according
to a proton gyro radius requires a high resolution plasma data. In the future, we will
conduct at least case studies of mirror modes in CME-driven sheaths by applying the
occasional solar wind periods of the THEMIS and Cluster spacecraft (that have a high
resolution plasma data) and by using for example, techniques described in Soucek et al.
(2008, 2015); Dimmock et al. (2015); Osmane et al. (2015).
Some further developments of the constructed program are possible. For example,
the effect of different MVA criteria could be studied. Alternatively, the angular change of
magnetic field dips and peaks of different amplitudes, as well as their maximum variance
directions could be investigated. The comparison between the mirror modes that have
been detected by applying the minimum variance analysis and without it could be done.
The temperature anisotropy profiles of these mirror modes could also be investigated.
Coinciding results could lead to a more straightforward identification method that makes
it possible to detect mirror modes.
This thesis examined 94 CME sheaths and the results suggested that mirror modes
evidently occur commonly in CME-driven sheath regions. However, as being structures
with short durations, they occupy only a relatively small part of the sheath. Mirror modes
were detected in those regions of a CME sheath that had noticeably higher plasma beta
and temperature anisotropy values than the other CME sheath plasma regions. The
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mirror instability threshold value is usually exceeded in the surroundings of the identified
mirror modes.
This thesis found that in CME sheaths, mirror modes are generally low amplitude
waves with the tendency to appear at the first half of a sheath when the preceding shock
is defined as the beginning of a sheath. Their occurrence is deduced to slightly increase
when the shock angle of the preceding shock increases. In addition, the strength and
speed of a preceding shock have an effect on the part in which a sheath mirror modes are
detected. The shock compression is deduced to be an important source of free energy and
the speed of CME ejecta to have barely any influence on the occurrence and properties
of mirror modes.
This thesis also offers several possible topics for future research, which could apply
the program constructed in this thesis. In addition to adding further knowledge of mirror
modes in CME-driven sheaths, the mirror mode detection code could be used to study
sheath regions whose mirror mode occurrence and properties that have (or have not) been
studied before.
The suitability of the program for examining mirror modes in other heliospheric
sheaths and in the solar wind in general is worth of research, especially because the
program can be adapted to other magnetic field data resolutions and time windows. For
example, barely any investigation on mirror modes in the Hermean magnetosheath has
been done. Herčík et al. (2013) have done global hybrid simulations to examine mirror
mode structures in the magnetosheath of Mercury and suggested the presence of mirror
mode activity in the Hermean magnetosheath. The MErcury Surface, Space ENviron-
ment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft contains a high resolution
(1-second time resolution) magnetic field data (Leary et al., 2007) that is available at the
CDAWeb. Applying the mirror mode detection code constructed in this thesis to examine
mirror modes in the magnetosheath of Mercury could be a particularly interesting subject
for a future study.
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